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Liberty Boys and the Gipsy Spy
Or,

LEARNING THE ENEMY'S
By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER I.-The Gipsy Girl's Peril.
"Hello! Look there, Dick!"
"The girl is in danger, Bob."
"There are falls below."
"Yes, I can hear them."
"She can't manage the boat against that cur-

nt."
"I am afraid not, Bob."
"Something· must be done, Dick, or she will be
st," and Bob began hurrying aside his outer
rm en ts.
"Be careful, Bob, that you are not carried over
ourself," said Dick.
"I will take care. There are overhanging
ranches near the bank."
"And the current sweeps in toward the.m .
ood!"
There was a young girl in a little skiff on a
wiftly running creek in the northern part of
outh Ca1·0Jina. She had been carried farther
an she had meant to go, apparently, and was
ow unable to control the light craft. This was
ow being borne toward a series of rapids, none
f them very high, but nevertheless perilous.
ere was every prosnect of the boat being upset
ong th()m, and the j!irl thrown out and dashed
pon the rocks.
Two boys in Continental uniform were walking
long the bank of the creek when they saw the
irl's peril. The girl herself was not of the orinary type of the district. She wore a short
kirt of bright red, an embroidered jacket, and a
at headdress of white cloth fastened with silver
ins. She seemed to belong to some wandering
·psy tribe by her dress, such nomads being comon in the South at that time. Bob Estabrook,
aving thrown aside his coat, waistcoat and shoes,
ow ran along the bank and shouted:
"Hold on as long as you can, my girl. Row in
ward the bank."
The gipsy ..girl obe yed, trying to stem the curnt at the same time, but being carried on despite
r efforfs. Bob was a strong swimmer, and
uld breast a stream that would have borne
any another away. Plunging into . the water
mewhat above the boat, he swam toward it
th strong, rapid strokes. It was being borne
ward the bank on which grew trees with lown ging branches. Bob swam under these and
'zed the stern of the boat with one hand, and
tout branch with the other. He was not alone
his efforts to save the imperilled girl. Dick
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Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, · a band of
young patriots fighting for American independence, was now i·eady with assistance. He had
i un to the bank below Bob, climbed one of the
trees, and made his way along one of the branches. Stretched out upon this, with one arm extended, he caught Bob's wrist.
"Take my hand, g-irl!" he cried to the gipsy.
"Let the boat go. It is better to lose that than
your life. "
The girl quickly understood, sprang up in the
boat, and seized Dick's hand with one of hez
own, and the limb with the other. The branch
bent under the combined weig"ht of the boys and
the gipsy girl, but did not break.
"Work your way in toward the shoi;e," said
Dick, backing away as he spoke.
The girl presently swung clear of the boat,
which was carried rapidly toward the falls. Then
her feet swept into the water, but Bob, who now
let go of the branch and swam to the bank, cried:
"That's all right. Dick will help you if you
will help yourself a bit."
The branch, relieved of Bob's weight, arose,
and now as Dick worked in toward shore, did so
still more. The gipsy girl, i!lspired by the bravery of the two boys, felt greater courage herself,
and made greater exertions. Bob, drawing himself upon the bank by clinging to a lower branch,
now hurried to Dick's assistance. The boat, carried downstream by the ever-quickening current,
was soon lost to sight among the foaming rapids. The girl, with both hands on the limb, now
worked in toward the bank, Dick holding her by
one arm. Then he lifted her clear of the water.
and, with the help of Bob, drew her up on the
branch. From this point it was no great task to
get her to the bank and put her on her feet. She
was pale and trembling, but Bob supported her,
walked with her a few yards, and then, as she
leaned against a tree, said cheerily:
"There, my girl, you'll be all right shortly.
It was a narrow escape, but think no more abou1
it."
The girl's color began to return, and she trembled less violently, gradually gaining control of
herself.
"I thank you much," she said, with a slightly
foreign accent. "You have endangered yourself
to t:ave me. You might be drown."
"Oh, no," answered Bob. "I am a good swimmer, and knew just what I could do. It was
really very little."
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"Still I thank y-ou both, much. You are what
they call the rebel?"
.
"We call ourselves patriots, we are not rebels.
We are fighting for the most glorious cause for
which men ever fought: the freedom of our
country from the tyrant's yoke."
"Yes, that is good, I like. I have no country, I
am exile, but this country is good, the people is
good, I will help you."
"Good!" said Bob. "You are a girl of spirit."
"I am a king's daughter, a gipsy king, but still
a brave man, and a good. He like your country,
he make it his, he would help also, if--"
"There are many ways," said Bob. "If he did
not get up a company, he could--"
"Softly, Bob," said Dick. "Your father has
gone ? " to the girl.
"Yes, he has died, one year. I am head of tribe,
but I am woman. His brother, he is head, but
tribe not want him, he is not so good, not so
brave like my father."
"But you cannot lead these fierce men as your
father could?"
"No; and the gipsy law says man shall be
ruler. I care little, now my father has died. I
will leave gipsies, help the rebels-no, patriots;
that is better."
.
"Yes, much better," with a smile. "Where are
your people? We will iro with you. Come on,
Bob. We will wait for you."
"Up the river," said the gipsy girl. "I go in
boat, do not know the danger till the water is too
swift. No· one know of it, but I think some do
not care if I go. Then they be head of tribe,
have everything as they like."
"Perhaps," said Dick, at the girl's side.
Bob put on his coat and shoes and hurried after the others. It was not cold, and so he experienced no discomfort from walking in his wet
garments. They kept along the bank of the creek
for some little distance, and then turned into a
beaten path leading away from it.
"Have you seen any redcoats?" asked Dick.
"We were out looking for them."
"Yes, I have seen many; they have camp not
far from gipsies."
"Say you so? This is news. I did not think
they were so near. We must be cautious, Bob."
Dick Slater was the captain, and Bob Estabrook
the first lieutenant, of the Liberty Boys, and they
had been out looking for the enemy when they
met the girl. Pushing on, they shortly entered
the gipsy camp when, almost the first thing they
saw was a group of British soldiers belonging to
the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Tarleton.
CHAPTER II.-In the Gipsy Camp.
"Jove! there are the redcoats, Dick!" said Bob,
fn a low tone.
The British soldiers had seen the boys, and they
now sprang forward.
"Seize the rebels!" cried a sergeant with them.
"That is Dick Slater himself."
The boys quickly put themselves on the defensive, and the gipsy girl springing between them
and the redcoats.
"This is safe ground for all, here in the gipsy
camp," she said. "Here are no enemies; here all
are friends "

"Aha, my beauty, you speak well," laughed the
sergeant, "but we cannot respect your claims of
neutrality. The rebels are ours, and we intend
to have them."
"Come and take us, you boaster, if you can!"
said Dick, a big pistol in each hand.
"No, here you must not fight," said the girl.
"Captain, put up your pistols. Here you are
safe. Sergeant, these are my guests, as you.
There is no fighting here."
"That is all very pretty," laughed the sergeant
scornfully, "but we mean to take the rebels in
spite of your vaunted hospitality. Forward!"
The girl stamped her foot and made a quick
gesture. A dozen gipsy men sprang between the
redcoats and their intended prisoners.
"Go!" the girl whispered to Dick. "I will come
to camp. I am in no danger here. Go!"
"Come, Bob," said Dick. "There are too many
of them for us, and we must respect the girl's
wishes."
There were a dozen of the soldiers, and Dick
thought it wiser to beat a retreat than to stay
and face them. He and Bob quickly glided away,
while the sel'geant was storming at the gipsies
and calling them as big rebels a s the boys themselves. More gipsies came forward, and the redcoats realized that it would go hard with them if
they angered the wild fellows.
· "If you want to fight the young patriots, go
find them," said the girl. "They are not here."
The gipsies fell back on all sides, and nothing
was seen of the boys.
"You are as big a rebel as Slater himself," said
the sergeant angrily. "I ought to arrest you for
letting the confounded rebel go."
A swarthy-looking gipsy with gold rings in his
ears, a red handkerchief about his head, and a
yellow silk sash around his waist, glared at the
sergeant and said:
"More better -you no talk dat way to Rita. She
big gal in tribe ; men killa you for talk back to
Rita."
"You're all rebels, the lot of you!" snapped the
sergeant. "But when we catch these fellows we'll
turn our attel).tion to you, so look out for yourselves."
"Eef we like you no leavea de Zingara camp
now. Rita say no fight, but Rita ees woman.
Men rule _amon g the gipsy. Eef I say, you no
go hout alive. What you t'-ink ?"
The scowling faces of the men, and even the
threatening glances of the women, made the
redcoat pause.
"Attention! Eyes front! Forward-march!"
he said sharply, and out of the camp went the redcoats.
"Break ranks, scatter about, find the plague:v
rebels !" said the sergeant; and the men went
hurrying down the path in search of the boys.
The latter were well on their way by this time.
"Those were some of Tarleton's men, Bob," said
Dick. "What are they doing here?"
"Looking for Sumter, I suppose," with. a lau~h .
"The butcher would like to cut the spurs of the
gamecock."
General Thomas Sumter's fighting qualities had
gained for him the title of the "Carolina gamecock," while Tarleton was called the "butcher" on
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account of his cruel methods and his frequent
di sregard for all the rules of war.
"To be sure," rejoined Dick; "but I supposed
him to be nearer Ninety-Six than this."
"l presume he thinks that Sumte_r has desi~s
on the place, and is therefore trymg to outwit
him."
"Very likely, but Sumter is as crafty and as
keen as Marion himself, and Tarleton may find
himself in ilifficulties if he is not wary."
"Jove! I wish he would, Dick," Bob cried.
"The boys have no love for him, and if they
could add to his discomfort, how they would do
it!"
The Lib e~ty Boys were east of the Broad River,
acting under the commands of Sumter, but carr ying on an independent compaign, being often
miles away from the general. They had been
fiP-hting in the cause of indepEµtdence for upward
of four years, and were like veterans. Hurrying
on toward their own camp, a):Jout half a mile
distant, the boys were suddenly anested by a
startled scream. There were swampy patches on
one side or the other of the path at intervals , and
they were near one of these now. Dick Slater's
quick eye revealed to him a spot wh,ere the thick
brakes had been. trodden down and, darting a
quick glance through t he break, h.e saw a boy of
seven or eight caught in a swamp hole. The
child had slipped from a hummock and was now
knee deep in soft mud and wate , and sinkjng
deeper every instant.'
"Cut a withe, Bob/' he said, as he darted forward.
Dick knew whe_re to place his feet, and h e advanced rapidly. KneeJfog on the hummock rom
which the l'>Oy had slipjled, he reached out his
haPd.
"Take my hand, boy," he said.
The boy was almost too iiightenedJ'to obey, and
Dick had to reReat the command. \!'hen the boy
caught the hand of Dick, who began to pull slowly and steadily. The child screamed, and Dick
said gently:
.
"I will not hurt you; do not be afraid."
The boy answered in some tongue unknown to
Dick, who pulled slowly and steadily a s before.
The child had very dark hair and eyes, apd an
olive complexion, being dressed in a soiled white
cotton shirt, a short jacket of cheap black velv et, and velvet breeches trimmed with tinsel and
bright colored braid. He no doubt belonged in
the gipsy camp which the boys had shortly left,
and had wandered off unnoticed. Bob now came
up with a long, lithe willow wand, which he had
cut and trimmed. Takin~ one end of this in each
hand, Bob reached out and put it over the child's
head and under one arm.
"Let go a minute," he said. "You'll be all
righ t , and you won't sink."
The boy did not seem to understand, and Dick
said:
"Never mind, Bob; we'll do it this way. Pull
ahead."
The boy finally understood, however, seeming
to gain confidence from Dick's coolness, and let
go the latter's hand. Bob slipped the willow under his other arm, and then both boys drew in
on it. Steadily but surely they drew him out of
the mire, and at last Dick caught him and lifted
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him clear of it. Then he set him on the path and
said, pointing in the direction he had just come:
"Go that way and you will find the camp.
Never mind the redcoats; go straight on."
"Are they coming, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes; don't you hear them?"
"Now I do. There is no time to be lost.•
CHAPTER III.-The Escape from the Redcoats.
The gipsy boy ran along the path Dick pointed
out, Dick and Bob going the other way. They
paused at length and listened attentively, being
entirely hidden by a dense mass of foliage and
trailing moss. They heard the redcoats hurrying
along the path, the rattle of their spurs and sabers being easi ly distinguished, and now and
then the sound of their voices. The boys pushed
on and at length reached a rough road, something
better than the tangled path they had been on.
They no longer heard the redcoats and, pressing
rapidly on, presently entered a dry swamp, and
at length came upon a sentry, who saluted and
permitted them to pass. Continuing, they entered the camp of the Liberty Boys, a number of
whom pressed forward to meet them. · One of
these, a dashy-looking boy, younger than Dick
and attired as a second lieutenant, went with
them to Dick's tent.
"How did you get wet, Bob?" asked the boy,
whose name was Mark Morrison.
"Jumping into the run to rescue a pretty girl,
Mark," laughed Bob.
"A pretty girl, eh?" with a chuckle. "Somebody's sweetheart will have to keep an eye on
him."
Mark was a bit of a tease and full of fun , besides being one of the bravest of the Llberty
Boys, and trusted by Dick next to Bob himself.
"And a gipsy girl at that," added Bob. "Olive
ski n, black hair and eyes as black and deep as a
well at midnight."
" A gipsy, too? Did she tell your fortunes?
She ought to do it for nothing, although those
people generally want money, and lots of it."
"She was not that sort, Mark," said Bob, getting off his wet breeches. "She is a good patriot, and is going to spy on the British for us."
Bob was in .the middle of his story when four
boys came clashing into camp, one on a fine bay
mare, another on a spirited roan, and the other
tv;o on a pair of well-matched sorrels. The boy
on the bay mare jumped to the ground and sai d
excitedly:
"There are redcoats about, boys; Tarleton and
some of his legion. We had to run for it, for
thev outnumbered us five to one."
"Where was it, Jack?" asked a number of the
boys, pressing forward.
"Over westward, half a mile or so. We came
upon a scouting party of them. They yelled 'rebels!' and put after us. We gave them a volley
and then got out."
"They'd never catch that bay mare of yours,
.Tack."
"No, but the two Harrys' sorrels made good
time, and Ben's roan jJ!st ~ew. It was a pity we
had to run, but-back agam, Captain, something
ahead of time. We were surprised by a party of
Tarleton's men."

,
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Dick had come out, and Jack Warren, seeing
him, saluted and gave a brief account of their
adventure.
"You did not see their camp, Jack?"
"No, Captain. We were not even looking for
it."
"There were twenty in the party? Did you
see any others?"
"No, Captain; and we led these astray by diving into a swamp where they could not follow."
"Then they have no idea where our camp is,
Jack?"
"No, Captain, I don't think they have."
"Very good. I knew there were redcoats about,
for we ran into some in a gipsy camp. We must
find out where they are located and learn their
secrets."
Dick returned to his tent, and Ben Spurlock,
Harry Thurber and Harry Judson, each related
to a group of interested listeners the details of
the adventure which Jack Warren had outlined. ·
"Old Jack shot off a sergeant's wig," laughed
Ben Spurlock, who was one of the liveliest and
jolliest of the boys. "He was as bald as an egg,
and I laughed so hard that I nearly fell off my
horse."
"That's like Jack," said Sam Sanderson, "always making fun, but if you had been ordered to
charge them, you would have seen him dashing in
as brave as a lion and as grave as a parson.''
"Yes, indeed, and, although he could have left
us all behind on that fast mare of his, he made
us go ahead, getting all the more speed out of
our nags. My roan went like the wind."
"Well, Jack said he just flew," laughed Sam.
"Yes, and it was Jack that made him do it.
To tell the truth, I believe Jack saw other redcoats, and just raced us so that we would not be
caught."
"He told Dick he did not."
Just then Jack himself came up and said:
"I did not see them, boys, but I heard another
party, and as I could not tell whether they were
redcoats or not, I would not take any risks, but
just hurried you on."
"Have you told Dick?"
"Yes, and he said it was all right, that we might
have been surprised if I had not acted as I did."
"But you didn't tell us, Jack," said Ben.
"What was the use? I did not know for certain they were redcoats. We got away, didn't
we? Well, that's all that's necessary, isn't it?"
The boys all laughed, and just then Patsy Brannigan, the Irish Liberty Boy, and company cook,
announced that dinner was ready. A short time
after dinner one of the Liberty Boys came to
.
Dick and said:
"There is a gipsy girl outside the camp, Captain, who says she wants to see you. She came
bareback, on a fine black horse, but.not the equal
of your Major."
"Show her in, Phil," said Dick. "She is a
friend."
In a few moments the gipsy girl came forward,
leading her horse.
"Rita has come to keep her promise; she told
the captain she would tell him of the redcoats,"
she said.
"What have you learned, Rita?" asked Dick.
"Won't you be seated?" offering a camp stool.

"I have seen the camp of the enemy. There
are many of them. I went in, danced, told fortunes, and kept my eyes about me."
"Good! Did you learn their plans ? Hardly,
so soon, I suppose."
"They look for Sumter. He is one of your
generals?"
"Yes, and a brave one. They call him the
Carolina gamecock."
"Some of them speak of the Liberty Boys.
They want to find your camp. Two parties chase
some of them, thinking to catch thein, like in a
trap. They come together, but the Liberty Boys
.
have slipped through."
"Thanks to Jack," thought Dick. "Very good,
Rita, and now we must spy on these fellows."
"Rita do it," said the girl. "Learn all the
enemy's secrets."
"Very good!" said Dick.
CHAPTER IV.-At the British Camp.
Dick called up Bob and Mark, presenting the
latter to the gipsy girl, and then called up Jack,
Ben, Sam, the two Harrys, and a score more.
"This is Rita, the gipsy spy," he said. "You
can trust her in everything. She has discovered
the camp of Tarleton's men, and will keep us informed concerning them."
Just· then Arthur Mackay, one of the boys, .
came up and said:
"There is 'a gipsy man outside, Captain. I
don't like his looks. He says he was passing and
found our camp by accident; but I don't believe
it."
"Did he a sk to see me?"
"No, but he said he would like to see the camp
'
to see what it looked like."
"That is Joachim; he is a bad man," said Rita.
"You do not tell him I am here?"
"No, miss. We tell nothing to those we do
not know."
"That is good. Do not let him come in, Captain. He will not see me. I go another way."
"Then you distrust him?"
"Yes; he is one bad man. He will betray the
Liberty Boys for gold; he will also sell the redcoats; anything for gold."
"I saw him in the camp?"
"No, but you will know him. He has a scar
on his cheek, and has had smallpox."
"That's right, Captain," said Arthur. "I noticed these things."
"You have not told me that you have pull little
Vanni out of the swamp,'' said Rita. "He tell me
when he come. That is very brave. Rita will
not forget. Vanni's mother gives you her bless.
ing, also."
"The little fellow was in peril, and we took care
of him and sent him home."
"The redcoats were coming, yet you stopped to
help a little gipsy boy. You might have been
caught."
"We could have hidden in the swamp, as we
did afterward. We ran no risk."
"But you stopped. Many would have gone on.
You thought of more besides yourself. That was
good."
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"That is one of the rules of the Liberty Boys,
to help t hose in distress, " said Dick.
"That is a good thing, but too many do not
think of it. Now I go. Do not trust to Joachim .
He is bad man."
"Where is the camp of the redcoats ?" asked
Dick.
The girl describe d it so that he could find it,
and then sprang upon her horse and rode away at
a gallop, without either saddle or bridle. The
gipsy man went awa y shortly, Dick getting a
good look at him, unknown to the fellow, before
he left.
"We must see these fellows, Bob," said Dick
later. "Suppos e we g o to their camp."
"All r ight ," said Bob.
The two boys disguise d t hem selves in the ordinary dress of the r egion and set out. Dick usually rode a magnific ent coal-blac k Arabian whom
he called Major, while Bob rode a bay. Both of
these h or ses were so well known to the enemy,
however , that Dick did not think it wise to take
them. He and Bob took a pair of _good but less
noticeab le animals and set out on their way.
Rita had told Dick the direction of the camp
and how to r each it, and he knew that he would
have no difficulty in finding it. Indeed, when
they had not been very long on the road, Dick
discover ed the British camp in the distance , from
the top of a hill.
"There it is," he said to Bob.
"Yes and very plain. Is there any need of
going ~l the way ? "
"Only to find out how many there are and to
learn their plans, if possible. "
The boys shortly lost sight of the redcoat camp,
but Dick had the direction well fixed in his mind
now and could not go astray. They wound. in
and' out among the hills, followin g a little creek,
and Dick presentl y pointed to a high, roundtopped hill and said:
"There is a cave in that hill, near the top. I
found it once, some months ago, when we were
in this region."
"Very big, is it?"
"I believe so, but I didn't follow it far. There
are many secret places like that in the hills, some
of them scarcely known to persons who have
lived her e all their lives."
"Som e people living on one side of a river know
nothing of what is on the other side," dryly.
"Very true," smiling , "but I think we can take
a short cut her e a nd save a consider able di stance."
"It m ay be just as well to know it," shortly.
"In case we wanted t o make a sud den sortie
on the enemy? "
"Yes or to get away in haste," chuckl ing .
At l~ngth t he boys came within sight of the
camp dismoun ted, left their horses in a safe
place' an d advanced carelessl y. They look ed lik e
a cou'ple of farmer boys as they approach ed, an d
fo r such they were taken.
"What do you two bumpkin s want?" a sk ed a
sergeant who chan ced t o be passing a s the boys
reached the lines.
He was the very one whom they had seen in
the gipsy camp in the morning .
"Be you the general? " Dick ask ed, with a drawl
and a simple look.
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The sentry grinned, but the sergeant seemed
greatly pleased.
"No, not quite that," he said, smiling. "I'm a
sergeant ."
"A surgeon ? That's the feller what cuts off
folks' heads to make 'em better, ain't it?"
"Well, you are noodles," roared the sergeant .
"You mean a surgeon. "
"Yes; that's what I said. You don't look smart
enough for that."
"Oh, don't I?" and the f ellow laughed Jess
heartily.
"No. I shouldn' t think you was more'n a corporal. That ain't much, is it? "
·
"Oh, yes, it is ; that's a high rank."
"Waal, then, you ain't that, ar ter all. You
dunno nuff to go in when it rains."
"What makes you say that?" a sked the sergeant, who realized that he was not making the
butt of the boy that he supposed he would.
"Oh, just by looking at you, that's all, same as
I can tell whether a calf is goin' ter t un. out
peart or not."
"H'm! you don't compare me to a calf, do you?"
"No, 'cause I reckon ther calf wouldn't like it."
"What do you want here, anyhow? " angril y.
"Nothin' . We was just a-passin '. Y<n c '"'r' T>~ rl.
us. We're too busy ter talk ter fooli sh -fell ers."
"Well, you can't pass."
"Ain't this ther road? What fur can't we ·1"
"Because this is a camp."
"H'm, yer don't call er dozen sogers er camp,
do yer?" with a snort.
"A dozen!" scornfull y. "There are two hundred
and forty."
"I want to know! That's some punkins, ain't
it?"
"Gome, come, you can't loiter about here. Go
the other road if you want to go on."
At that moment a gipsy came out of the camp.
It was Joachim , against whom Rita had warned
Dick. He shot a swift glance at the boys, and
then whispere d somethin g to the sergeant .

CHAPT ER V.-Outw itting the Enemy.
"Come on, Peter, we don 't want ter stay here
anyhow," said Dick to Bob.
"Here, come back; I want to talk to you! "
cri ed the sergeant .
"Go ahead an' talk; we can hear you ," said
Dick.
Then h e suddenl y da rted to one side. It seemed
a s if he must have had eyes in t he back of his
h ead. J ust as he stepped aside t her e came the
sharp r eport of a pistol. Ru nn ing on, h e suddenly tu r ned, whipped out a pist ol, and, running
backwar d, fired at t he gipsy. The latter held a
sm oking pistol in hi s hand, a nd it was he who
had fired at Dick. The bullet clipped hi s ear,
and he set up a howl.
"Rebels! " shouted the sergeant . "Ther e goes
Dick Slater, the rebel spy ! After him !"
The two shots h ad aroused the camp, and men
came running up rapidly. The boys hastened on,
and in a few moments heard the tramp of horses
behind them. Their own were not far away, and
they were soon in th e saddle, greatly to the sur-

1 '
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prise of the sergeant and his troop, hurrying after
them. The sergeant had expected to capture
them with the greatest ease, and was heartily
chagrined to find them slipping away from him.
He spurred on his horse and fired a shot, which
was returned by Dick. The fellow's hat was carried away, and he rode less rapidly, having now
a more wholesome respect for the despised "rebels." On come the men, riding hard, but Dick
and Bob were making good speed now, and fast
drawing away from the enemy. The gipsy had
leaped upon his horse, and was soon in advance
.of the redcoats, determined to overtake the boys.
"That's a good horse that fellow has, by the
sound,'' said Bob.
"Yes. We don't want to kill him, so we'll
throw him off the trail."
In a short time, being out of sigh1' of the gipsy,
Dick left the road, cutting off at a point where
there were no bushes to show which way he had
gone. Forty yards on, however, they were thick,
and in a few moments the boys were hidden by
them. There was a bridle path through the
woods, and the boys took this, going at an easy
pace and listening. ~hey soon heard the gipsy go
thundering by on the road, the redcoats quickly
following. They rode on more rapidly,- Dick observing:
"Well, the short cut proved of use to us, Bob."
"Yes, and this wise gipsy never suspected us.
He will lead these redcoats a wildgoose chase."
"They won't be likely to trust him after this,
Bob."
"No, and our sergeant won't have as high an
opinion of himself as formerly," with a laugh.
When they finally got into the road again, they
neither saw nor heard anything of the gipsy nor
of the redcoats.
"The enemy have probably gone back," remarked Bob, "and there's no knowing where the
gipsy is."
"He will lead the redcoats to our camp, when it
grows dark, or possibly before."
"We don't have to remain there, Dick."
"No; and I think it will be wise to change it,
and move nearer to the enemy."
"So as to give them a surprise, · Dick?"
"Very likely, or at any rate to better learn
their secrets."
They rode on at a gallop, and at last reached
the camp. Sending for Mark, Dick said:
"That gipsy, Joachim, has been to the redcoat
camp, and will no doubt lead them here."
"Rita suspected that he would do something of
the sort."
"Yes, and it is likely that he will, now that we
know he has been there."
"There are very few of these gipsies whom you
can trust."
"True."
"If there had been more of us, and he thought
we would have paid him well, he would have offered to show us their camp."
"Undoubtedly. Tell the boys to prepare to
break camp at once."
"You are going to change it, in case the redcoats come?"
"Yes."
In a short time all was bustle in the camp of
the Liberty Boys. The work went on rapidly, and

before long the tents were all down and packed,
and the boys were on the march. Dick picked
out a camp in a swamp, difficult of access and
hidden among the trees. Some of the boy s remained at the old camp, hastily constructed a
number of shacks and built fires. When it began
to grow dark these were ligh ed, figures were
placed about them and under the trees, and the
place bore every resemblance to a camp. The
enemy had not yet appeared, but it was likely
that they would soon come. In fact, not more
than an hour after dark, the scouts reported that
they were coming.

CHAPTER VI.-An Exchange of Visits.
There was a considerable party of the enemy,
and they passed the new camp without seeing it,
going on to the old one. Dick and a party of the
boys took a short cut and hurried to the old camp.
They freshened up the fires and had them burning merrily by the time the enemy arrj.ved. The
redcoats made a sudden dash, firing a volley as
they went on. The boys were safe out of the
way by this time. Some of the figures at the
fires fell at the volley. In rushed the enemy,
leaping from their horses as they reached the
fires. Some over.turned the shacks, while others
stood ready to fire upon the boys as they ran
out. None did, however. And then it suddenly
dawned upon the enemy that they had been fooled.
"You have humbugged us!" cried an officer angrily to the gipsy. "You have brought us here
for nothing."
The gipsy protested that he supposed the boys
were still in camp.
'"You have wa'rlled them, and they have gone
away and left only an empty camp."
"You tella yourself dat. You go to camp an'
dey heara you," said JoaChim."
"They have not been about since we chased
them away. You have been here and told them."
"No, me no do. Me· wanta <lat dey shall be
drive hout. Me no tell not'ing."
"Then why have they gone-tell us that?"
"Dey heara you talk eet hover, an' dey go
hoff; data eet."
"They didn't hear us. You have told t hem."
"No, me no do. Me find oder camp, tella you,
an' den we drivea dem hout; shoot, keel, every
one!" fiercely.
"See that you do it, then, and don't fool us
another time!"
Then they rode away, passing within orty
yards of the edge of the new camp, and never
knowing it, so well was it hidden.
·"We shall have to pay them a visit, Bob," sai d
Dick, "and I fancy it will cause more excitem ent
than theirs did."
"I should hope so," said Bob.
Later the Liberty Boys left their camp, a nd
rode rapidly in the direction of that of t he en emy. They took back roads and short cuts, and
made as little noise as possible. The moon shone
brightly, and guided them on their way without
betraying them to the redcoats. On they went
rapidly and with little noise, till within a short
distance of the enemy's pickets. The fires burned
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brightly, and there wa s t he sound of laughter
and of song, of mirth and of merrymaking. The
r eacoats wtre enjoying t hemselves, never supposing a n enemy to be withi:R ca nnon shot.
"'l'hey suppose t hat we have r un a way," said
Bob, "and have not t he slightest notion that we
have com e t o return their v1sit."
"We might send a courier t o announce our
coming," laughed Mark.
Dick divided his forces, sending one half by a
detour through the woods t o attack the enemy
at anot her point, and then j oin his party. When
he heard t he sound of fi ring, Dick was to dash in
wit h the rest of the boys. Bob ha d charge of
the second party, and would give a good account
of himself. At midnigh t Dick heard the sound
of firing and the ringing cheer o'f the Liberty
Boys.
"Liberty forever; down with the redcoats; hurrah!" the y shouted.
Bob had attacked the r edcoats most valiantly.
At once the drums beat, and the bugles, and the
redcoats sent a large force ag ainst Bob and his
half hundred brave fellows. Then Dick gave the
word to charge, and his fifty plucky boys rushed
forward. All at once the British found themselves attacked at two points. They had sent the
greater part of their force against Bob, and now
Dick fell upon them at a weak point. Sweeping
through a corner of the camp, tb e intrepi d youths
overturned tents, ran off with horses, captured
arms and ammunition, and fired one rattlinl!: volley after anot her. Bob knew where Dick was
going to attack, and he charged for that point.
The enemy, seeing that they wer e liliely to be
caught between two fii:es, and not knowing how
many of the patriots there were, hastil y fell back.
Bob and Dick joined thefr forces, fired a parting
volley, and then wheeled and dashed off down
the road.
The British rallied and sent a large force
against them, but now they were off and safely
out of danger. The attack had been a most successful one, and the enemy were g reatly chagrined that the very boys whom they had been
unable to find, had fallen upon them.
"\Vell , we returned their visit and made a very
good impression," laughed Bob.
They were riding along at an easy gait, having
no f ear of pursuit, when Dick saw Rit a sitting
on he)'.' horse in the middle of the road ahead of
them. The moonlight revealed h er t rim figure to
the best advantage, and she seemed like a statue
sitting there motionless. As Dick drew rein upon
approaching her, she said:
"You have surprise the redcoats and fight
them?"
"Yes ."
"I know that Joachim bring r edcoat to camp,
and I go to warn you, but you are gone."
"Yes, I suspected that he would, and so moved
ou r camp."
"That is good, but he will t ry to find where
you have gone."
"He can't; it is very hard to find."
"Yes, I have look and I find it only with much
trouble."
"You are welcome any time you wish to come
to it."
"Thank you, I come to-morrow. I try to learn
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what the enemy do. They think of something,
that I know."
"Yes, you can come and go in the Br itish camp,
while 1 must be more careful."
"Joachim go there, too, he suspects. He will
sell the Liberty Boys."
"If he can," laughed Dick.
"He made it more hard for me; he t ell redcoats I am spy for rebels. They will not see me,
only one."
·
" What do you mean ? " asked Dick, puzzled.
"One officer make love,'' laughing and blushing.
"Say I am one pretty gi rl."
"He is right enough there," laughed Bob.
"He say he love, make me his lady in England. I do not believe. He has the wife. I see
ring. He only fools me. He wants to talk and
kiss, but he wlll not make me his lady."
"And he wishes you to go to the camp?"
"He says he meet me. I think he wants to
learn of the Liberty Boy. I fool him," with a
laugh. "I meet him; but I find out something."
"He knows?"
"Yes, he has talked with others; they make
plans. I do not know them. I fool him. I say
I meet him. Yes, so I do, but I find out what
redcoats talk about."
"He will not tell unless you promise to be his
wife."
"No, I will not do that, but I find out. There
are papers, dispatches. You call. I will get
them."
"Good!" said Dick, and then the girl rode one
way and the Liberty Boys another.

CHAPTER VII.-An Adventure in the Hills.
Very late that night-early the next morning,
in fact--Jack Warren, on picket outside the camp,
saw a figure stealthily approaching. Jack remained in the shadows , motionless, watching.
The man coming on was now and then in the
moonlight, and Jack ea sily recognized him. It
was Joachim, th e gipsy, who had thought to betray the camp of the Liberty Boys.
"He is looking fo r us now," was Jack's thought.
"If I challenge him, he will know."
The wary boy, one of the braves;t of the troop,
r emained in the shadow, close to a great oak,
motionless. Joachim ca me on, listening, looking
h ere and there, now running a littl e way into the
woods on one side and then advancing toward t he
swamp on th e other. The camp wa s so carefullv
hidden that although one end of it was not more
than fift y ya rds dist ant, even the fi res were not
visible. The swamp was a difficult on e to t raverse, even to those well a ccustom ed to such
places. Joachim approached as near as he clare<l,
paused and li stened. He wa s not four yards dist ant from Jack, but did nnt see him, th e contrast
between the bright moonli ght and t he dense shadows being so great.
Once he passed within six feet of J ack, but did
not detect his presence, al though he paused and
listened intently. Jack stood motionless. but
read y to spring- upon the m ?n at. t '1 e slightest
?Jann. almost holrlinrr hi s breath f n- f ·' ar of being discovered. Thei·e was no need cf capturing
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this man so long as he knew nothing, even if he
were a spy. If he discovered the location of t he
camp, then Jack meant to seize him, but if not, he
' might go on unmolested. The man passed on
into the moonlight, muttering:
"Not here. Must look some oder place; no use,
nothing here."
Then he went on up the road, and Jack watched
him out of sight. Then he imitated the hoot of
an owl to warn others to be on the lookout. The
Liberty Boys had a code of signals, made up uf
natural sounds, which they used in communicating with each other when caution was necessary.
Harry Thurber, also outside the camp, farther'
along the road, heard Jack's signal, and in a few
moments saw Joachim. He knew from Jack's
manner of signalling that he must be silen( and
he glided into a great mass of alders, close to the
swamp hole. Joachim came on cautiously, acting
much the same as Jack had seen him act, Harry
watching him from the alders. Joachim approached these and Harry agitated the branc!1cs
and uttered the startled hoot of an owl. The
gipsy sprang back into the path, muttering something in a foreign tongue. Then he stood still
and listened, and in a few moments went on.
"Nothing, no there. · Must look other place," he
said to himself.
He left the neighborhood of the swamp very
shortly and did not approach any of the other
sentries on the outer line. Shortly afterward
Dick came along imitating the chirp of the cricket
in a peculiar manner. This was a question, and
Harry at once signalled that there was no longer
any danger. Then Dick stepped out.
"What was it, Harry?"
"That gipsy spy, Joachim, Captain. I think he
was lMking for the camp."
"He saw nothing to arouse his suspicions?"
"No, Captain, and went on, satisfied that we
were not here."
"Who gave you the signal?"
"Private Warren."
"Very good. He is always on the alert."
Dick passed on, saw Jack, and learned more
about the gipsy.
·
· "Very good, Jack. You were wise in no t challenging the fellow. He might have escaped and
then he could have brought the r edcoats here."
"If they would trust him, Captain," with a
chuckle.
"Some of them might. Now we have nothing
to fear from him."
"No, and he doesn't bother us taking care of
him, sir."
Dick then returned to the camp and Jack l'esumed his vigil. The next morning Rita came to
the camp.
"Redcoat ask me to meet him in cave, by ~he
creek,;' she said to Dick. ·
"Near the top of a round hill?" Dick asked.
"Yes, that is the place."
"I know it. I have been there."
"I find, tell redcoat, he will meet me. Then I
will learn something."
"Good!" said Dick, and Rita shortly left the
camp.
Taking Jack Warren, Ben Spurlock, Harry
Thurber, Harry Judson and Sam Sanderson, Dick
shortly set out from the camp. He rode his black

Arabian, Major; Jack was mounted on Bolly, his
speedy bay mare, and the rest had their own
horses. They went clashing along at a good pa..:e
until they caught sight of the round-topped hill
overlooking the run.
"Some clanger may beset the gipsy girl," said
Dick, "and I wish to be near. Yonder is the
cave, but it is difficult to reach from this side."
"The Liberty Boys seldom turn aside on account of difficulties, Captain," said Jack.
"Very true, Jack; but we will have to dismount."
They left their horses in the care of Sam in a
grove at the foot of the hill, and set out to climb
it.
"It will save time to go this way, boys," ."aid
Dick, "although it is a pretty rugged climb."
They were all used to hard work, however, and
the prospect of a climb did not deter them.
There were stout bushes to aid them, rocks up
which they could climb as upon steps, and trailing vines to which they could c1ing. They climbed
steadily on, and soon could look down upon the
creek and the surrounding country, spread out
like a panorama before them. At length they
made out the mouth of the cave, deep, dark and
mysterious. Bushes grew thick about it, but it
could be plainly seen in the face of a great ledge
of rocks much higher than the boys' heads.
"There it is," said Dick. "I do not see any one
as yet. PerhaJ?s the redcoat has not yet arrived."
The boys took an occasjonal rest, enjoying the
clear, crisp air of the hills and charmed with the
beautiful prospect spread out before them.
"We will get to the top and secrete ourselves in
the bushes," said Dick, as tl;ley re urned their
climb, "and wait till he redcoat con:ies."
Before long the top of the slope and the mouth
of the cave were within easy reach. As Dick
and the bo s were making their way up, the
gipsy girl ran out of the cave, holding a paper
and hotly pursued by a British officer. The girl
threw the paper away, and Dick sprang forward.
"Stop that, you gipsy minx!" shouted the redcoat, seizing the girl by the shoulder. "By Jovel
you shall pay for that."
"Take your hands off that girl, sir!" cried Dick
sternly, pressing forward, sword in hand.
The boys were coming on just behind Dick, and
the redcoat, w:lth a muttered imprecation, dashed
back into the cave.
"Get the paper," said Rita. "It has all t he enemy's plans."

CHAPTER VIII.-An Important Discovery.
Rita had been nearly thrown down the steep
declivity by the rough treatment of the angry
redcoat. She clung to a stout bush growing on
the brink of a rocky ledge, and steadied herself.
"Let the redcoat go," she cried, "but save the
paper. It has great secrets upon it."
"I'll get it, Captain," said Jack. "I think I
know where it went."
"Better go with him, Ben," said Dick. "He
may need your help."
"All right," said Ben, following Jack along
an overhanging ledge a little way below the top.
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The two Harrys went on and guarded the
mouth of the cave.
"There is another way out, around the great
rock," said Rita. "That is less dangerous."
"Yes, I know that entrance,·' said Dick. "Did
you com,e in there?"
"Yes, but I know this way, too. I have secure
the paper and run this way, when the redcoat
foll ow, so fast that I can hardly get away."
"He did not give it to you?"
"No; I see it in his coat, and I take it quick.
I know it is something important, for he button
his coat over it and often put his hand on his
breast to see that it is there."
Jack made his way down carefully to the end
of the she!~ of rock.
"It is below us, Ben," he said. "I see it, . b'Jt
that's a bad climb."
"Can't you get around, Jack?" asked Ben.
"Climb down farther on and then come along
under this ledge."
"I can get down to it with a little help from
here, Ben."
"All ri ~t. What do you want me to do?"
"Lie down on the ledge here and lower me, or
at any rate, give me a hand."
"All right."
The paper could be seen in a bush b'bme ten
feet below, but as Jack had said, it was a difficult climb. The descent was almost sheer to a
narrow ledge above which was the top of the
bush, growing on a still lower ledge. Jack sat
down on the edge of the bare rock and began
lowering himself, step by step. Ben steadied
him by keeping hold of him, first by his belts,
then by his collar, and then by one hand. Then
Ben lay fiat on the ledge, and Jack said:
"Hold my hand tight, old chap, and I'll reach
out and get it."
"All rignt, Jack. I won't let go unless the rock
gives way."
Jack had not reached the ledge below, but steadied himself with one foot on a point of rock,
while he reached out for the coveted paper.
"A little low·e r, Ben," he said.
Ben held Jack's hand with both his own, dug
his toes into a crevice in the ledge, and gave
J ack an inch or two more. Jack reached out and
seized the paper, just as a gust of wind was about
to bear it farther away. Dick saw the boys, and
sent Harry Thurber to help them.
"The redcoat is out of the cave by this time',''
he said, "so there is little need of guarding the
entrance."
Harry went to Ben's assistance and, reaching
down, helped to draw Jack up to the ledge.
"Thank you, old man," said Jack. "I came very
near losing it. In another moment the breeze
would have caught it and then, dear only knows
what might have become of it."
Jack had thrust the paper in his pocket for
safe keeping as soon as he had secured it. When
he reached Dick, he gave it to the latter, saying:
"Here it is, Captain, and a lucky thing it was
that I got it when I did."
"Thank you, J ack," said Dick, taking the paper
and looking at it.
He was reading it when he gave a sudden start.
"Hurry down the hill, boys, the way we came
up," he said. "Take Rita with you."
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The boys asked no questions, but obeyed at
once. The gipsy girl needed little assistance, being as sure as a cat on her feet, and they all
hurried dO'-"'ll the slope. Sliding, stepping and
sometimes leaping from point to point, they hurried clown, now giving each other a hand and now
getting on without assistance. Dick read the
paper through rapidly, but carefully, not missing
a word or a point. One reading was sufficient,
for Dick possessed a remarkable memory and,
haYing gone through the paper once, would not
fol'get it. His reason for haste was a good one.
He had heard the redcoat returning throu gh
the cave and around the ledge. Having read the
paper, he stepped to the edge of the bank where
Rita had stood and threw it into the bushe;:;.
Then he hurried after the boys, making· rapid
progress and quickly joining them. They were
some distance down when redcoats appeared at
the entrance of the ca~ and around the angle af
the great rock.
"There go the rebels!" cried the officer whom
Dick had seen. "'After the young villains! I
must secure that paper at all risks."
"There it is, Colonel,'' Dick heard one say.
"They have not got it. There it is, still among
the bushes."
"Thank fortune for that," the officer said earnestly.
Dick heard, though the r est did not, his hearing
being most acute. The wisdom of his act in
throwing the paper away was now made cl ear.
The redcoats would suppose that he had been unable to get possession of it, and so had not read
it, which was just what he wished.
"Catch the rascals, anyhow!" stormed the officer. "That gipsy girl is a spy. She stole t he
paper and would have given it to them if I had
r.ot caught her."
The redcoats did not seem anxious . to follow
Dick and the Liberty Boys clown that precipitous
descent. One or two began it, had bad falls, and
gave it up. They were not as sure-footed as the
boys, and were evidently unaccustomed to climbing. The officer called them back, sent two of
them to get the paper, and ordered the others to
fire upon Dick and the boys. A bullet spattered
against a rock close to Dick, one cut a twig not
far from Jack, and a third carried away a button
on Ben's sleeve.
!'That's pretty close," said Dick. "They won't
do so well the next time."
Bushes, trees and rocks intervened after that,
and although a number of shots were fired, none
of them did any damage, and none came as close
as the first. They finally lost sight of the redcoats, although they could hear them after they
had lost sight of them. They finally ceased to
hear them also, and at length they reached Sam
in charge of the horses.
"You must have had a lively time up there,
Ben," he said to his chum. "I heard a number of
shots."
"So we did," replied Ben, "and a lively scrambling down the rock:!l', too. It's harder coming
down than going up."
"You brought the gipsy girl with you, I see?"
"Yes. She's a treasure, that girl is. I think
she got hold of an important paper, and that was
what made them so anxious to catch us."
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Dick offered to give Rita a horse, but the girl
said:
"No, I will walk. I know ways where a horse
could not go, and I will get to the. camp quite as
soon."
"Very good. The paper was most valuable."
"And you know all it contained?"
"Yes. lt speaks of a plan to surprise Genernl
Sumter, but the Liberty Boys will prevent it."
"Good! Rita will follow wherever you go, and
help you all she can."

CHAPTER IX.-Waiting for the Enemy.
Leaving the gipsy girl, Dick and the boys rode
rapidly back to camp. Rita's obtaining of the
paper was of great aid to Dick, as he now knew
what he might not have learned without much
trouble. Colonel Tarleton was about to dispatch
Major Wemyss, with a large force of well-mounted men, to surprise Sumter at the Fish Dam
Ford, in Chester district, on the eas~ern side of
the Broad river.
"It is not likely that this plan would be changed, as that British officer supposed that Dick had
not seen the paper taken from him by the gipsy
spy."
As Wemyss would shortly be on the march, it
was imperative that Dick should lose no time,
and he gave orders to start at once, as soon as
he reached the camp. Even if W emyss did change
his plans, there was no harm in being near Sumter, as the latter would quickly find something
for Dick and his gallant lads to do. All was
bustle in a moment, but there was no confusion,
and everything went along rapidly and . in good
order. In half an hour they were on the march,
the tents having been struck and packed, the
horses saddled, the baggage train put on the
move, and everything made ready in that time.
Dick, Bob and a dozen of the boys rode ahead as
an advance guard, Mark following with the rest
of the troop. Steadily on they rode, losing no
time, and before dark had joined Sumter near the
Fish Dam Ford. Dick at once went to the general's quarters and reported. Sumter presently
saw Dick and said:
"Something important must have caused you to
change your quarters, Captain Slater."
"Yes,· General, no less than the intention of
Colonel Tarleton to send Major Wemyss with a
larg-e force to attack you at this point."
"Is that so, Captain?" eagerly.
"Yes, General," and Dick told how he had become possessed of the information.
It was likely that the attack would be made
that night, and Sumter accordingly made preparatio:g.s to receive the enemy. Wemyss had no
doubt set out at about the same time as Dick,
but had not traveled as rapidly, having more
men. The Liberty Boys madQ a temporary camp
close to Sumter, remaining OI). the lookout. Supper was eaten and fires lighted, the boys sitting
above them, occupying themselves in various
ways. It was quite dark when a messenger came
from Sumter's camp and asked to see Dick.
"There is a gipsy girl.,.t our camp, Captain," he

said. "She says you know her, and that she has
news of the enemy."
"Yes, I know the girl, and can assure you that
she is thoroughly reliable."
"The general did not know. Many of tbese
gipsies are not to be trusted, and it is best to
be cautious."
"Very true. I will go and see the general.
Did she say what her information was?"
"No, Captain. She said she would tell you.
The general thought she might know something
and yet he feared some treachery aimed at you."
"I thank him for his caution, but there is nothing to fear. I will return with you at once."
Taking Ma-rk and Jack, Dick went over to the
general's quarters with the messenger. Seeing
the general, Dick repeated what he had told the
messenger. Rita was then brought out, and Dick
said:
"This girl is thoroughly trustworthy, General.
What have you learned, Rita?"
"Major Wemyss is a mile or so distant with a
large force. I kept just ahead of him."
"He has halted?"
"Yes. But lie knows that General Sumter is
here, and means to make the attack to-.night, for
fear that the general will hear of his coming and
go away."
"Very good."
"Thank you, my girl, fo1· giving u;; this infor·
mation," said the general. "We did not know
you, and it was necessary to be cautious. Not
all of your people may be trusted."
"No, some gipsy very bad. Captain Slater say
I am good; you believe?"
"Yes," with a smile. "I have every confidence
in Captain Slater."
"Captain good patriot, good boy, help Rita, save
little gipsy boy. Other man go by; say 'He is
nothing but gipsy brat, let him go.' "
"She refers to something that happened when
we were getting away from the redcoats, general," said Dick.
"Liberty Boy nearly caught; but not, and save
little Vanni," said Rita. "That very good."
"Yes, it was thoughtful," said the general, "but
Captain Slater is always that."
Rita was allowed to go and come as she chose,
Dick assuring the general that she was a clever
spy, and excellent at learning the enemy's secrets.
The boys returned to their own camp, Sumter
making ready to receive W emyss. His horses
were all saddled and ready to retreat or pursue
as circumstances might decide. Dick made the
same preparations, and as the hour grew late,
many of the boys got in the saddle to be ready.
Rita was in the camp, but out of sight, when
Jack Warren, on post at the edge of the camp,
saw Joachim approaching. He knew the gipsy
at once and said:
"So you have changed your camp, have you,
gipsy? Trading horses?"
"Yes; you want sell your mare? I give you
good price."
"No, I don't care to sell her. You would not
give me what she was worth, anyhow."
"Why you keep so good watch? You t'ink
redcoat be around ? "
"We always do that," said Jack carelessly.
"No redcoat for many miles. Where our old
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camp, there be redcoat. No keepa big watch, no Dick. Again the wary fellow parried it, and the
henemy around."
sparks flew. Again the angry redcoat essayed to
"Don't you want to look about the camp?" disable Dick, but this time the young captain,
asked Jack, entirely unsuspiciously, apparently. who was an expert swordsman, caused his en"Maybe you get good horse."
emy's weapon to fly out of his hand. Dick could
At the same time Jack stirred up the fire near have slain him, but he would never take advanhim in a peculiar manner. This was a signal to tage of an unarmed foe. The redcoat whipped
the others, and readily understood by them. Jo- out his pistol and aimed point-blank at Dick.
achim had come to spy upon them, and would •with one sweep of his sword, however, Dick sent
report to Wemyss that they were ready. It was the pistol flying. The redcoat scowled at Dick,
· important that the fellow should be captured and shouted to his men:
and not be alarmed and make his escape.
"Charge the rebels! Cut them to pieces!"
"No want horse,'' said the man. "Got good
"Charge, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, and in a
horse, more better than your horse. You buy?" moment the gallant fellows dashed forward.
"Perhaps. Go and ask some of the boys. You
The redcoat leader was unhorsed, and the men
know them, don't you? Go right in."
with him put to flight in a few moments. MeanJoachim seemed somewhat suspicious, however, while a hot skirmish was going on all around, but
and said, with a shrug:
now the redcoats fled, leaving Major Wemyss
"No have horse here. Some other time. Good- badly wounded and many dead upon tlie field.
night."
·
Sumter did not pursue the enemy, but the next
Jack had detained tl:)e man long enough, how- morning, when Wemyss was found, his wounds
ever, to make his capture certain. As he gave were attended to, and he was given every comhis horse the rein, several of the boys suddenly fort. Although he had been most cruel to the
sprang out and seized him. They had 1eft the patriots, and had in his pocket at the time a list
camp cautiously and had come up on the other of houses he had burned, General Sumter treated
side from three or four directions.
him kindly, and let him go to Charleston on pa'·\\'hata -you want?'' Joachim asked. "Me no role. During the skirmish Joachim, the gipsy,
spv no henemy. Me go 'lo:r,ig mY own busaness." had escaped, and in the morning nothing was to
"You may be no spy;" sai d Dick, coming up at be seen of him.
that moment, "but we think it wiser to keep you
"Let him go," said Dick. "He accomplished
for a time than to let ·y;ou go."
nothing, and I had intended to release him as soon
"You no hanga me?~' ,in an an)\ious tone.
as I was sure he could not do us any mischief."
'·No; you are scarcely worth it," in a careless
"I am afraid he will try again, though, Dick,"
tone.
said Bob.
Joachim •as put under guard, seeing nothing
"If he does, then it will be enough to look after
of Rita wl o knew of his being aetained. At one him, and put him where he will do us no harm."
o'clock in. the morning Wemyss made a _sudden
Sumter now prepared to cross the Broad river,
dash upo:n the camp, eing greatly surprised. to and effect his designs against Ninety-Six, then
see that Sumter was quite prepared to meet him. garrisoned by Lieutenant-Colonel Cruger and his
New York Loyalists. Sumter intended to make a
pretended attack upon Camden first, in order to
draw off Tarleton's attention, and then retract
CHAPTER X.-A Clever Repulse.
his steps and advance rapidly toward Ninety-Six;
The Liberty Boys were to proceed cautious!!
Sumter "1tlet the attack of Major Wemyss as and at an easy gait until joined by Sumter. Die](
vigorousl¥. as. it was made. The entire force, in- intended to learn the enemy's secrets as far al
cluding Dick, Slater's gallant Liberty Boys, pour- he could, so as to be of assistance to the general
ed one hot volley after another into the enemy's
ranks. At the very first .fire wore than a score
of the redcoats fell. Major Wemyss himself was
\\'ounded in the first fire, although this was not
CHAPTER XL-News of the Enemy.
known at the time. The British recoiled, but
f'hortly rallied and renewed the attack with great
Dick and the Liberty Boys set out toward thevjgor. The Liberty Boys were massed in one Broad river to join Colonel Clarke, Twiggs and
part of the field, and ~ow they hurled themselves others from Georgia, on the west side of that
a gainst the enemy's right. .Mu sket s rattled and stream. They had crossed the 1·iver, and resting
~~tols cracked, and the rim was tremendous.
in camp one morning in a secluded wood where
Suddenly Dick found himself oppflsed to the very they were not likely to attract attention, when
officer h.e had seen with Rita at the cave. There a hoy come along whistling.
was a moon, and the fires blazed up at that mo"That fellow is all right," said Jack Warren,
m<'nt so that Dick recognized the redcoat in a who was sitting near, mending his saddle.
mom~nt. The latter knew Dick also, and flew at
"You can't see him, so how do you know, Jack?"
him \\ith upli:(ted sword.
asked Mark, who was a close friend of the other.
"Now, you miserable rebel, you shall pay for
"I can tell by the way he whistles," said Jack,
your impudence!" he hissed.
drawing on the waxed end.
· Then his sword came swee9ing through the air
"Couldn't he whistle a tune even if he were not
stra iO"ht toward Dick's head. Clash! Dick par- a i:-;ood fellow, Jack?"
ried the blow, the weapons ringing together and
"He could whistle, of course, but I could tell
sending out a s~ower of s?arks. On:e more the the difference."
angry Briton tned to deliver a tellmg blow at
Just then a boy hove in sight, still whistling.
1
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He was a medium-sized boy, with light hair, big
gray eyes, and a pleasant look on his freckled
face.
"Hello!" said Jack, looking .up.
The boy finished his tune, stopped, and said:
"Hello, you."
"Why didn't you answer sooner?" asked Jack.
1
'Had to finish my tune. Always like to finish
one thing before I take up another."
"There's system in that. Where are you going?"
"To get a bag of meal. The mill is down here
a piece."
"Why don't you take your own corn and have
it ground?"
'.'Why didn't the redcoats let our corn alone,
so that we could? They burned the whole lot
of it."
"That's bad. You don't like the redcoats, I
fancy?"
"No, and I wish they'd keep away. You don't
like 'em any better than I do, I reckon."
"No, we don't. You're a good patriot, I guess?"
"Yes, and I don't have to ask if you are with
that uniform. I didn't know you had a 'camp
here."
"V..'e haven't been here long."
"You'd better look out, 'cause there are redcoats about a couple of miles to the south'ard."
"What did I tell you, Mark?" laughed Jack.
"The boy is all right, isn't he?"
"Redcoats?" repeated Mark.
"Yes, sir; not many of them, but I reckon they
could make trouble just the same."
"G~ and tell the captain, Jack,'' said Mark, and
Jack arose and hurried away.
· "What is your name?" asked Mark.
"Sidney Carhart,'' was the reply.
~'You live about here?"
"Yes, sir, about a mile to the south."
"Have the redcoats bothered you lately?"
"No, cause we haven't much left for them to
take. Between them and the gipsies we haven't
much left."
"Are the gipsies here now?"
"Yes. They stole a coupl e of nigs. They vowed
they didn't, but I saw 'em eatin' spareribs, and it
looked pretty suspicious. "
"But you manage to whistle, with all your trouble," said Mark.
"What's t he use o' fretting if ~you can't help
yourself?" the boy retorted. "If they come again
they'll get peppered with a shotgun, that's all."
Just then Dick appeared with Jack, looked at
the boy and said:
"You say there a1·e redcoats in the neighborhood. Are there many? Are they horse or
foot?"
"They've got horses, an' I reckon there's more'n
a hundred of 'em. I allowed you'd want to know
when I spied you here."
"You did not know of our coming?"
"No, sir, and I was right glad to see you. We
don't see that uniform so often that we get tired
of it, 'round these parts."
"No, I suppose not. Don't you want a horse?
You'll have a load to carry going back."
"Reckon it wouldn't come am; Ps. The gipsies
stole my horse and father wouldn't let me take

his'n."

"Get a horse, Jack," said Dick.
"Much obliged, Captain, but how do you know
I'll bring it back? I might go home t'other way."
"I don't think you would. You are an honest
boy, and do not steal."
"Never did yet, Captain, but I reckon I 'd be
tempted, having lost so much, an' I reckon I'd
have to wrestle right hard with the old scratch
to keep from doin' it."
- "I'd feel a deal worse at your stealing than I
would at losing a horse," said Dick, "but I don't
believe you would do it."
"I'm sure I wouldn't, after you trusting me like
that, Captain," said the boy, "and-my land
there's one o' them gipsy skunks now!"
'
As the boy spoke Rita came riding along the
rough road and halted, as Jack Warren came up
with a horse.
"There are redcoats two miles to the south
Captain," the girl said. "The tribe is near them'.
Joachim has offered to look for all 'rebels,' as he
calls them."
"Where's my horse? " asked the boy. "One o'
you fellers stole him and I want him back."
"You can trust the girl, Sidney," said Mark
"She is a good patriot of ours."
·
"Sure enough, Capta1n ?" the boy asked turning to Dick.
'
"Yes ,'' with a smile. "She is a gipsy, but she
may be trusted."
"All right, if you say so, Ca11tain, but I allowed
that all g ipsies was bad ones."
"Very many are, but Rita is not."
"The gipsy steal your horse?" Rita a sked the
boy. "What was he ike ?"
"He was black, with a white star on his fo 1·ehead, and a white spot on his left fore leg. "
"Yes, I have seen him . Joachim paint out the
star and the spot on the leg , so he is all black. "
"Huh! he's a regular horse thief, but I 'd kn ow
the horse, a nd he'd know me, if he was all painted
white."
"What is his name ? I will get him.'
"H is name is Sachem, and I 've had him since
he was a colt."
"Trust to Rita a nd she will get him for yo u
ag ain," the girl said.
'
"If you do, I won't say t ha t ther e ain't some
good gipsies,'' and then Sidney jum ped on the
horse J ack had brougl1t and r ode off.
The boy had told us of the redcoats just befoi'e
you came,'' said Dick t o t he girl, "but he probably do es no t known t o whose f orce they belong."
"They are T a rlet on's. He look;s fo r the general."
"But he has not a large force."
"More come. They come from chasing the
Swamp Fox. They cannot catch."
"General Marion?" laug-hed Dick. "No I warrant they can't. Then more are comin g?'"
"Yes, with the cruel Tarleton him self. "
"It is good to know this. You have not seen
General Sumter?"
"No, Captain."
"He is approaching this way. He must be told
of Tarleton's coming."
"I will tell him. You will stop the redcoat or
lead him a stray?"
'
"Yes."

'
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"Then I go; good-by," and in an instant Rita
was in the saddle and off like the wind.
"She said she would get Sid's horse," said
Mark; "and by the way she went, I guess she
must be going for him."
In a little more than half an hour Rita came
in leading a black horse.
"That horse has been painted, clear enough,"
said Dick. "Hello, Sachem!" patting his neck.
The horse whinned, and Dick said:
"That's evidence enough, but we'll see what he
does when Sidney Carhart returns."
Rita now rode away in another direction, and
before long Sidney rode in with a bag of meal
across the sadd1e.
"Here I am, Captain, just as said, and-Hello!
Why, Sachem, are you back again?" and the boy
leaped from the saddle and ran to the other
horse.
The latter showed every: symptom of delight,
and it was tilain that he knew the boy, and was
glad to see him again.
"Did she bring him ? " Sidney asked.
"Yes," replied Dick. "I don't know how she
got him, but she brought him in just now, and
was off again in a _moment on an errand of importance."
"Then she's all right," said the boy.

CHAPTER :XII.-On the March.
The camp of the Liberty Boys greatly interested Sidney Carha,rt, and he asked Dick to let
him look around. Jack Warren went with him,
and showed him everything, explaining all that
he did not know about.
"And you fellers are reg'lar soldiers?" the boy
asked Jack.
"Yes, and some oi us have been in the company
fo.r years."
lt y ou must get fo know something about fighting by that?"
"So we do," laughed Jack.
"And you're driving out the redcoats?"
"We are doing our best at it, at any rate, and
if we keep on trying, we'll do it some day, all of
us together."
"That ~s so, I reckon you will," earnestly.
A
ack got around to the edge of the camp
again, a gipsy came up and said, excitedly:
'':Oingara steal my horse, brings him here, me
want."
"Steal' your horse, eh?" said Jack. "What sort
of horse was it?"
" Black horse, alla black, very good horse."
Ben Spur1ock went off to call Dick, and Jack
said :
"Do you see him here, anywhere about?"
Th e gipsy looked around, saw Dick Slater's
Ma jo1·, and said:
''Dere h e is, alla black horse. Girl steal him.
You giva me, <lat be alla right, me no say nothing."
"No, I don't suppose you would,'' and Jack
laughed. "What was the name of your horse?"
"N 0 got name, he just horse, no call horse like
man."
"But he :b.-nows you, of course?"

"Yes, he knows me ver' well, leta me do any·
thing."
"All right, let me see you ride that black horse."
Jack Warren knew that he was perfectly safe
in making this offer.
The gipsy attempted to get on Major's back, but
could not get his foot in the stirrup. Then Diel;
came along and sai<l:
~
"There's anothe1· black horse here. Suppose you
try him. This one does not seem to know you."
"You ain't going to let him have my black
horse, are you, Captain?" asked Sidney.
"Don't you be afraid of that," said Jack. "Captain Slater doesn't do such things."
Sidney's black was brought out.
"Data him, data my horse, gipsy girl steal," the
man said.
Just then Ben brought up a pail and a _brush.
"Your horse is all black, is he?" asked Dick.
"Yes, alla black, no gota de whitea mark, just
likea dis. Dis my horse. Me take."
"Scrub off the paint and oil, Sidney," said Dick_
The boy got to work with the soap and water
and brush, the horse submitting. First the white
spot on his leg showed out and then the star on
his forehead.
"That isn't your horse," said Dick. "Yours was
all black!"
"And you are nothing but a hireling of that rascallv spy, Joachim," said Bob, "and if you don't
take yourself off--"
Two of the boys came up carrying a rope between them. The · gipsy did not wait for Bob to
finish, but took to his heels, e-..z:idently fearing that
the boys were going to hang him offhand.
"The clumsy scoundrels know very little of us
if they imagined we were going to let one of our
horses go on any such flimsy claim as that," sputtered Bob.
"What makes me laugh is that fellow wanting
Major," chuckled Jack. "Why, he couldn't have
ridden Major ten seconds, even if he had mounted."
"And they thought I wouldn't know my own
horse," said the boy, indignantly. "I'd knowed
him if they'd painted him red."
The boys laughed, and Dick said:
"That gipsy will report to the redcoats tha'.;
we are here. We had better change our camp. "
The work of striking camp began at once, an<!
the boy, putting the bag of meal across the sad ·
dle of his horse, said:
"I reckon I better be going home. I'm glad }:
got Sachem back, and maybe I'll see you boy,;
again."
"I hope so, at any rate," replied Jack, and a
number of the boys expressed a similar wish.
Sidney Carhart rode off and the preparation ~
for going on the march continued. They set off
at length at a good pace, seeing nothing of the
enemy.
"Even if the gipsy told them we were there,"
said Bob, "they may have decided to wait for their
full force before following."
"No doubt," returned Dick, "and even then they
might take a different direc1Jion."
They halted along in the middle of the afternoon, and after a time Dick rode back to see if
there were signs of Sumter. Halting at a tavern,
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he tethered his horse and went in, taking a seat "If he is not an expert marksman he has enough
by a window. Here he could see up and down the good qualities to admit him."
road, and at length he saw a boy approaching,
Dick then sprang into the saddle and rnde off, at
i·iding on a black horse. Dick's sight was keen, last coming upon Sumter and his force in full line
and he quickly discovered a white stai: on the of march. Nothing had been seen of the redanimal's forehead.
coats, and so as yet the patriots had the advan"If I am not greatly mistaken, that is Sidney tage, and meant to keep it.
Carh~,'' he said to himself.
Before very long he was certain of it and, as
the boy drew near, he signalled to him and then
went out.
CHAPTER XIII.-The New Recruit.
"General Sumter is coming on behind, Captain,"
said the boy, halting. "I went on ahead as fast
The next morning Sumter joined Colonels
Clarke, Twiggs and the rest, between the Tyger
as I could to tell you about it."
"I am obliged to you, Sidney. You saw nothing and Ennoree "vers; and took charge of the w ole
of the enemy ? "
force. Tarleton had not been seen, ana Sumter
"No, Captain. I went home with my bag of decided to cross the Ennoree and push on. Upon
meal, and saw the gipsy, but nothing of the red- Dick's return with the m:ain body, he found Sid. ney rapidly making friends with the Liberty Boys,
coats."
"How did you happen to come this way"!" asked everyone of whom took a. liking to him.
Dick.
"What do you think of him, Bob?" a sked Jack.
He had an idea, but he wished the boy to tell
"I think he's the right sort, don't you?"
him in his own way.
Sidney was walking about with Sam whistling
"Well, you see, it was just like this," with a merrily. As the boys came his way, Jack asked,
laugh. "I suppose you saw I took to you boys a pointing to a bunch of moss at the top of a
tree:
lot."
"Yes, I thought that you were interested,"
"Can you fetch that down with a musket shot,
quietly.
~
Sid?"
"Well, I told father about it, and then I said
The boy picked up a round stone and threw it
that if he was willing, I'd like amazin' to join the at the branch, striking and breaking it.
"Do you mean that one? '' he asked, quietly.
Liberty Boys."
"Yes,'' laughed Jack. "You're a pretty good
"What did he say?"
"He allowed that he didn)t see any reason for shot with a stone, but how are you with a musholding back if I was set on it, being as I was ket?"
old enough to look after myself, and not the old"I can shoot some, I reckon."
Jack handed him a musket, pointed out a
est son."
"You were right to ask him, Sidney," said Dick. gray squirrel on a branch a good distance from
"If you had come without his consent I would not the ground, and said:
have listened to you."
"Hit that fellow, and Patsy will cook him for
"I could say he was willing when he wasn't, your supper."
The boy took the musket, glan ced carefully
couldn't I?"
"No, you could not, I know you too well for along the barrel and presently fired. There was
that,' ..'with a smile.
a loud report, and in a moment the squirrel fell
"Oh, I asked him, and he said I could come," ' to the ground, shot through the head.
coloring, "but how would you know if a boy was
"I've known fellers do that quicker, and, take
telling the truth or not, supposing it wasn't real- the eye tigl:,lt out," said the boy, "but that wasn't
bad, was '.it?"
ly so?"
"By their way of telling it You are a truthful
"No, it was very good," said Jack. "Better be
boy. I saw that as soon as we met. So you want a bit slow and sure of vour mark."
"Yes, that's what 1 think,'' handing back the
to join the Liberty Boys?"
"Yes, Captain, if I'll do. I'm not as rugged as musket. "Going to load her again, ain't you, in
some of 'em, I know, but I've never been sick and case anything happens?"
"Yes, we always do that," witlLa wink at Ben.
I'm tolerably strong."
"It isn't too cold fo a swim,'1 said Ben. "Wait
Sachem seemed as glad to join us as yourself,
• "l I run and ask the lieutenant if we can go. ·
didn't he?" with a laugh.
He was back in a short time and said:
"Yes, he did. I reckon you haven't anything
"That's all right. Do you swim, Sid?"
to say against him, anyhow?"
"Yes, some, but I can't stay under the water
"No, nor against his owner. How far back is
long."
the general?"
"Not far, and coming on a-galloping. I saw
"Some can't. Come on, I'll race you to the big
.
'em fl'om a rise, some bit back, and I reckoned tree. Come ahead, fellows."
Four or five started together, Sid keeping fairthey'd gain ye afore long."
"Ride ahead, Sidney, and tell the lieutenant that ly up with Ben, who was a fair runner, but beGeneral Sumter is coming and that we're going ing beaten by Jack, who was one of the best in
the troop. Reaching the little creek, they were
to have a new Liberty Boy."
"Reckon I will, Captain," with a laugh, and soon in the water, enjoying themselves. Sidney
dove neatly, swam with a good, even stroke, but
then the boy dashed on, Dick watching him.
"He is a good rider, is truthful, is thoroughly not rapidly, and breathed evenly, although, as he
devoted to the cause, ~nd is obedient,'' ,he said. had said he could not remain long under water.
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Then he wrestled with four or five of the boys,
being able to do no hing with Jack, succeeding
better wi th Ben and still better with Sam, while
he th:rew Harry Judson without much trouble.
"I i;etty good all round, isn't he?" said Jack,
a side to Ben, while Sidney was dl:essing, whistling
·
the while.
"Yes, and a good deal better than the ordina1y
nm of boys."
"He is not an ordinary boy, Ben, I can tell you
that."
"No, he is not."
The boys had returned when Dick came in , and
at length Jack went to hin;i, saluted, and said:
"That Carolina boy thinks of joining, doesn't he,
Captain?"
"Yes, Jack, that is his intention," with a quiet
smile, for Dick knew that Jack had a reason for
asking.
"So I thoug-ht, from his manner, and some of us
have been giving him a . little examination."
"l:low did it tum out, Jack? "
"All right, sir. Fairly well built, no fat, very
good shot, capital runner, fair wrestler and even
tempered."
"The sort we want in ow: company ?"
"Yes, Captain, and the more the better. I
thouirht I'd save time, so I sta1-ted the thing, and
all the boys understood."
"Very good. I like the boy myself, and am
quite satisfied with your verdict ."
"I thought you would be, Captain, for he was
a sensible fellow, with not a bit of nonsense, jolly,
quick witted, a close friend when he liked anyone, and brave almost to rashness.
"Bring him to me, Jack," said Dick, "and ask
Lieutenants Estabrook and Morrison to come
here."
"Yes, Captain, and Jack ran off to tell Bob and
M<irk.
Then he went to Sidney Carhart and said: ,
"The captain wants to see you, Sid. I'll go
with you."
"All right," said the boy, obeying on the instant.
"Sidney Carhart," said Dick, "do you wish to
join the Liberty Boys?
"Yes, sir:·
" ou :qiight be. killed in the first fight."
"It wm be in a ~pod cause, Captain,'' said the
boy, slightly trembling.
"And we mav be far from your home and
friends by another month."
"I reckon I'd get bac;k sometime, Captain, and
if r didn't they'd know I was with those who'd
look out for me."
"You might be taken sick and die without ever
having- fired a shot for freedom."
"I'd have been willing, Captain," bravely.
"Or you might be taken prisoner and die in
some oi those awful places where the enemy confine our men."
" A 11 in a good cause, Captain. All the patriots
don't die or be taken ,Prisoners. I'm willing to
take the risk."
"Good. I am certain that you will make a good
meml:)er of our troop. Private Warren, summon
the Liberty Boys to witness Sidney Carhart take
the oath."
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J ack hurried away to get his musket, blew the
bugle, and then, sitt ing on his beautiful bay mare,
rode up with the rest. Sidney took the oath with
a firm voice, and then all the boys cheered lustily
and, when the order to break ranks was given,
shook hands cordially with him. He had his own
horse and he was ihortly provided with a uniform and a musket and pistols, and was a fullfied ged Liberty Boy. Sumter went on the march
again, and crossed the Ennoree, pushing on for
a time. It was the day after Sidney Carhart's becoming a Liberty Boy, and the little army had
halted. Dick Slater took new recruits wi th him
when out scouting , in order to get them used to
the work. Intendinl!' to do a little reconno itering,
he called up Sidney, and said:
"I am going out to reconnoiter, Sidney. Get
your horse and come along."
"Very well, Captain,'' said the new recruit, and
in a short time he was ready.
They set off, Dick riding a little ahead, and
keeping his eyes and ears open. Sid made a good
showing in his unifo11n, and felt very proud at
being asked to go with Dick. It did not turn his
head, however, for he was a sensible fellow and
bore himself modestly. They had ridden some
little distance when Dick suddenly halted · and
said:
"Wait a moment. I hear a suspicious sound.
The enemy may be nearer than we think."
Then Dick dismounted, telling Sidney to keep to
the side of the road close to the trees. Leaving
Major with the new recruit, Dick went ahead on
foot cautiously. The boy waited some little tims,
when he at length heard someone coming along on
horseback. Presently the gipsy girl appeared,
saw him, and sa id, earnestly:
"Ride on as fa st as you can and bring up the
Liberty Boys. The captain is a prisoner."
"With the redcoats ?"
"Yes. Tarleton's advance guard. They are not
as many as the Liberty Boys."
Then the boy was off like the wind.
CHAPTER XIV.-Tu the Rescue.
Advancing cautiously, Dick had come upon a
little camp of redcoats. There were not nearly
as many of them as of the Liberty Boys, and Dick
judged that they were a scouting party or perhaps the advance i'uard. He took a hasty survey •
of them, and was abobt t o creep away when a man
hastily arose behind a clump of bushes near him.
The man was J oachim, the gipsy spy, and he had
evidently been watching Dick, as the latter had
been watching the enemy. As he arose, so did
three or four redcoats.
"Catcha de rebel!" hissed the gipsy, leaping
forward.
"Dick would have fired his pistol to give the
alarm to Sidney Carhart, but the gipsy, fearing
bodily harm, ·prevented this. The young captain
was quickly surrounded, dis;armed and taken ts
the superior officer of the camp. He proved to be
the very man whom Dick had seen with Rita at
the cave in the hills.
"Aha, I have caught you, you rebel spy, have
I?" the man said, gloatingly.
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"We meet again," said Dick, with a careless
"Be sure you rescue Dick first of all," said Bob,
tone and manner.
"and after that attend to the redcoats."
"Aha, you shall not escape me this time, as you
Dick knew nothing of Rita being about the
did the last, when I had the misfortune to be camp, not having seen her. He knew that the
thrown."
new recruit would miss him at length, and >vould
"And lose your sword," added Dick, poi11tedly.
become suspicious at his protracted stay. Then he
have
He had disarmed his adversary, and could
would probably advance cautiously, although he
slain him, but for the fact that he never took life had had no orders to that effect. He knew tbat
needlessly. The boastful Briton felt the keenness he could trust to the boy's gofog off for the Libr>f Dick's reply and colored deeply.
erty Boys as soon as he discovered the condition
"You will not escape me this time," he hissed. of affairs. If he could escape in the meantime,
"I mean to hang you as a spy."
however, so much the better, and he began to
"You are a worthy follower of the butcher, look about him for the means. The tent in which
Tarleton " retorted Dick. "You would not even he had been placed stood by itself, and there were
give me' the mockery of a trial, I suppose?"
guards on all sides. The ground all about it had
"Oh I'll give you a trial,'' sneeringly, "but I can been cleared of bushes, and there was nothing
be."
will
result
tell y~u in advance what the
anywhere near it, under which he might crawl,
·'Leta me hanga de rebel,'' said Joachim. "Leta having once made his way from the tent. Inside
me pulla de rope."
the earth was hard and firm, and it was the.refore
"Silence, you fool!" said the redcoat.
impossible to dig his wav under.
"You have a worthy. assistant," said Dick. "A
Even if it had been, he had no implement, of
gipsy horsethief. The farmers would like to see any
sort with which to dig. A bold dash from
him for a short time. They would not want the tent
would probably result disastrously, as
.
long."
were too many guards about. His situation
Joachim scowled savagely at 111m, and the offi- there
seemed indeed desperate, therefore, and his
.
cer said to him:
of escape too sl;ight to be considei,·e<l.
chance
~gam
presume
don't
and
hound,
"Be off, you
Dick did not give up hope, being
Nevertheless,
well.
as
you
hang
I'll
or
advice
to give me
cheerful disJ?osition, and, ·n addia
of
naturally
someJoachim scowled angrily and muttered
the lookout for favorable circumon
always
tion,
thing in a foreign tongue, under his ~reath, tak- stances, no matter how slight. At length, howing himself hui:riec!ly off at th~ same tii:ie. Pass- ever, a gum·d entered the tent, and said.:
ing near, at this time, was Rita, the gipsy. She
"You are to e hanged as a Spy. Have you
saw Dick's arrest, and then saw the redcoats take
him to a tent and place him under guard. Mak- anything to say?"
"I have this to say,'' was Dic"I!:'s answe ·, "that
ing her way through the woods till past the
camp, she rode on rapidly till she . suddenly en- if this outTage is permitted, the Liberty Boys
countered the new Liberty Boy. When he had wi)l hang every officer the'y take, without judge
gone off at a gallop, she made her way cautiously or jury."
back to the little camp. If Joachim attempted
"You are in no position to threaten, you rebel.
any act of treachery a&"ainst Dick, s.h~ had her You will be hanged in ten uilnutes."
officer,
pistol ready to prevent 1t. If the British
"I am in a position to tell you just what will
whom she recognized, attempted to hang Dick, happen, and you asked me what I had to say."
::;he "·ould shoot him. Concealed in the bushes,
Dick was taken ]Jefore the superior officer, to
she watched the camp, which presently settled
down' into its former quiet. Sidney Carhart, dash- whom was told what he had said.
"Do you dal'e to threaten me, you impudent
ing along on his black horse, with ~ajor alongside at last reached camp. The Liberty Boys rebel?" the redcoat demanded. "You are a spy.
wer~ g-reatly surprised at· seeing hii:i1 come in Why should I not han!!' you?"
alone with Dick's horse, and came runnmg up ask"You have given me no opportunity to plead
ing many questions.
my cause. You are acti,ng in aJhigh-handed man"Tell Lieutenant Estabrook that the captain is ner, merely to satisfy your petty spite, -for you
a prisoner," he said, hurriedly. "The gipsy girl know you have no authority to commit this das.
tardly deed."
told me. I did not see it."
While Ben ran off to tell Bob, Jack quest10ned
"I haven't?" with an angry growl. "We will see
Sidney.
Truss this impertinent fellow up
if I :Baven't.
"The girl says there are not many of the red- and hang him as quick as you can."
coats " the bov said, "and says that if all our
A rope was brought and one end thrown over
force' comes up, we can rescue him."
the limb of a tree, a noose being made on ithe
"Where is she?" asked Jack.
other. As a soldier was about to slip this over
"She returned to •the camp to watch it."
was heard. The sol"And to save Dick in case the redcoats go to Dick's head, a pistol report
dier fell, badly hurt, and then the sudden tramp
extremes I suppose," muttered Jack.
As soo~ as Bob heard that Dick was a prisoner, of horses was heard, followed by a ringing cheer.
he ordered the Liberty Boys to get ready at once Then the sentries came running in, terror stricken,
to go to the rescue. Then he rapidly question~d crying:
"Rebels, rebels, hundreds of rebels!"
the new recruit, and learned all he could t_ell m
The greatest confusion prevailed in a moment,
a few moments. The boys were ready. !Il an
incredibly short time, and dashed away with Bob and then the blue and buff of the Continentals was
and Mark at their head, Sidney riding just be- seen and the Liberty Boys came dashing up in
oper{ column, uttering their battle cry.
hind to guide them.
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CHAPTER XV.-A Lively Skirmish.
"Liberty forever, down with the redcoats!"
shouted the gallant boys as they came dashing up.
TJrnn Rita, the gipsy girl, suddenly leaped forward and cried:
"This way, patriots, here is your captain."
A score of the boys saw Dick and urged their
hoTSes right into the camp. In a moment the redcoats were fleeing, panic-stricken, imagining that
the whole of Sumter's army was upon them. The
officer in command tried vainl y to rally them, and
hen, seeing that this was hopeless, leaped upon
his horse and dashed away amid a shower of bullets. Dick was safe, and in an instant the cords
that bound him were cut, and a hearty cheer went
up. Sidney Carhart, leading Major, was pushed
forward by Bob and Mark, and said:
"I brought the Liberty Boys, Captain, but it was
the gipsy girl who told me of your peril."
"It was well done, and you both deserve credit,"
said Dick.
"He came up with his hoi:se all of a lather," said
"Bob. ''He lost no time, when he knew of your
d e~~n

,

"Come,'' said Dick. ''.There is no telliing how
near the mai n body may be. We must get away
at once."
Rita had disappeared again, but sbe had probably gone to reconnoiter, and the boys did not attempt to look for her. They returned at once,
a)l.d Dick reported to Sumter the appearance of
the _redcoats. Sumter made haste to recross tne
l'iver, and they were in the midst of their preparations ihen Rita rode up. She reported 11ha
Taxleton was working his way rapidly u:p the
southern bank of the Ennoree, trying to inte1·ceIJt
Sumter. 'I'he latter lost no time in getting over,
the Liberty Boys bringing up the rear. So fa st
did TaJ.·leton come, in fact, that the L~berty Boys
had not ci-ossed before he appeared. The lucky
fellows had no love for Tarleton, .having suffered,
with others from his cruelty. They lost no o portunity of inflicting punishment upon h(m,
the-refore, whenever an opportunity occurred.
ick.
"Give it to the redcoats, boys,'' cried
"Bother them all you can before you cross."
The boys cheered heartily, and as th:e Briti!lh
vanguai:d came p, sent in a rattling volley. Their
line fairly blaze<;!, and the enemy were pretty
rou ghly handled before the daring boys finally
fell back and crossed the river. Some of the boys
had received slight wounds in this lively brush
with the enemy, whose loss had been considerable.
Si lney Carhart had borne himse)f well in the
fight, and had never wavered, although the bullets had flown about him like hail. When the gallant boys finally rode away, leaving Tarleton's
men behind, he started whistling.
:'There's the boy for you," laug9ed Jack to Ben.
"Whli;;tling again, just as if nothing had happened."
"He isn't indifferent, I know,'' declared Ben,
"Hui ju t as a happy disposition which starts
h im to histling just as soon as the trouble is
over."
"That's it,'' answered Jack, "and that's what
·
drew my attention in the first place."
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Sumter proceeded rapidly till he reached the
southwest side of the Tyger river in the extreme
western part of Union district. He was closely
pursued by Tarleton, whom he resolved to give
battle just as soon as a favorable opportunity presented itself. Halting at Blackstock's plantation,
the wily "game-cock" began to look about him.
The Liberty Boys made their camp close to Swmter, and were, on their part, as much on the watch
as he was.
CHAPTER XVI.-Tarleton Repulsed.
Tarleton came on with about four hundred
of his force late in the afternoon. He expected
that Sumter would retreat and that he would
slaughter the patriots in the confusion. He was
greatly surprised, therefore, to find Sumter not
only waiting, but eager to give him battle. Sumter's position was an advantageous one and had
been chosen with great care. In front was a very
steep bank, with a small brook at the bottom, a
fence and some brushwood. In the rear and partly on the right flank was the Tyger River, while
on the left was a large log barn. Tarleton took
up a position on a bit of rising ground nearby and
prepared to wait until the remainder of his command should come up. With the easy confidence
in his own abilities which characterized many of
the British leaders he anticipated a victory. Sumter, lcarninir from Rita that 'l'arleton's entire
force was not with him, determined to attack the
.redcoats instead of waiting fo1' them. He issued
hi s orcli>rs at once and in a few minutes the troops
were charg'ng down t he hill, pouring a hot fire
upon the British. Tarleton was not prepared fc;
this, bu he an,swered t)1e attacl\_ with great vigor.
He sent his infantry forward to make a bayonet
charge upon the riflemen. These fell back, but
opened their ranks to let the Liberty Boys pass.
" ire!" shouted Dick.
'A tremen<;lous volley echoed the command.
Crash-roar! l\Iany a gap · was seen in the
ranks of the enemy, who recoiled under this
fierce fire.
"Eorward!" cried Dick. "Back with the redcoats!"
"Liberty forever, down with 'em!" answered
the gallant boys.
Then they charged upon the enemy before the
lll;tter could use their bayonets. Dick presently
found himself opposed to his old enemy, the
officer who would have hanged him. The latter
scowled angrilv and dashed at Dick.
Clash! Their two swords rang together and
the sparks flew. Dick had before this proved
himself to be a better swordsman than the scornful Briton. The latte r seemed determined to kill
Dick, however, and rushed at the young patriot
Dick remained
with the greatest impetuosity.
perfectly cool and parried the blows aimed at
him by the furious Briton with the greatest ease.
At last, with a sweeping blow, he caused the officer's sword to fly out of his hand. The Briton
drew a pistol and aimed it at Dick. At that moment an unusual figure appeared unon the battlefield. It was Rita,. mounted upon her horse and
riding- straight at the redcoat. She had a pistol in
her hand and in a moment she fired, striking the
officer,
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Wheeling his cavalry, he now made a furious
cnarge upon Sumter's left flank where the hill
was less steep.
He fell forward upon the neck of his horse
which suddenly dashed away with him into the
thickest of the fight. Rita disappeared in a moment and Dick had little chance to see which way
either she or the wounded officer went. Tarleton,
seeing the peril of his army, now brought up his
cavalry and charged directly up the hill. The
fight became furious in an instant, but the patriots stood firm, pouring in one deadly volley after
another upon the enemy. The cavalry were driven
back beyond the rivulet and now Tarleton, chagrined at the result, drew off his whole force.
Here he met the Georgia Militia under Twiggs
and Jackson, whe met his attack bravely and
stood firm for a long time. At length, however,
the attack of the British grew too furious for the
brave fellows and they fell back. Tarleton, expecting victory, dashed forward. At once, however, the reserves under Colonel Winn, opened a
hot fire from the log barn and in another moment
out rushed the gallant Liberty Boys. They had
changed their position quickly and now, having
reloaded and refreshed themselves by a brief rest,
were again ready for the fight. Out they rushed,
fairly hurling themselves upon the enemy. Then,
while the rifles of Winn's rei;erves cracked, and
the gallant lads charged, Tarleton suddenly fled,
leaving nearly two hundred dead and wounded
upon the field. The Americans had only three
killed and five wounded, Sumter himself receiving
a ball in the breast early in the action.
As soon as the fight was over, the plucky general, without waiting for the remainder of Tarleton's force to come up, forded the Tyger and continued his retreat to the eastern side of the Broad
The new recruit was the only one of the Liberty
Boys who was seriously hurt and Sidney's wound
was not fatal nor even dangerous. The boy had
fought pluckily all through the engagement and
had not known that he had been hurt till Jack
Warren saw blood on his saddle and asked:
"Where are you hurt, Sid ? How did it happen?"
"I didn't know I was," the boy replied, but then
he grew suddenly faint and Jack assisted him
from the field, the fight being nearly over. When
the boys were on the march, Sidney was well
looked after and when they halted he was given
the best of care. Sumter went to his home to attend to his wound and his forces began to seperate, some to go home and some to gain other commands. Dick determined to remain on the ground
for a time and keep a watch upon the enemy.
Then Rita suddenly appeared again, the boys having missed her for a time.
"You will have spy work for me again, soon,
captain?" she asked Dick.
"No doubt. I have not seen you to thank you
for what you did for me at Blackstock's."
"Oh, yes, but that was more for myself," with
a sudden fierce look. "If you had not been there,
still I would--"
She stopped abruptly and Dick asked:
"You killed him? I could not tell."
"He will not trouble you or me again," replied
.Rita, evasively.

Dick asked no more quest ions, but drew his
own conclusions. The gipsy girl had s own the
fierce side of her character at times a nd now she
displayed her t ender side. Learning that Sidney
Carhar t was ill, she offered to attend h im till he
was better. When Dick saw how the boy's face
lighted up when Rita entered his room, he h aving
been taken to a farmhouse, he did n ot r efuse the
girl's request but left h er with the n ew recrui t.
"I think there is a little love affair h er e, Bob,"
said Dick, telling Bob of the circumstances later.
"They met a number of times, but w e neve
guessed it, Dick."
"No. She will take good care of him, and if
there is anything in this, will probably give up
her wild life for him."
"She is older than be?"
"Very little, if any. Her wandering life has
given her great self-reliance and she seems older
on that account."
"Well, I have no doubt this will prove of benefit to both."
"He will receive good nursing," said Dick, "and
she will be softened by her care of him."
The next day, however, Jack Warren came to
Dick and said:
"The new Liberty Boy is doing nicely, captain,
but I saw that gipsy spy hanging about the farmhouse."
"Keep your eye on him, Jack."
"Yes, captain," said Jack, and Dick knew he
would.

CHAPTER XVII.-J oachim in
Handsome, dashy Jack Warren had somehow
taken Sidney Carhart under his prot ection. He
had been the first of the troop to see the boy and
the first to speak about him. He had wanted
Sidney in the company from the start and had
bwught out all tlie boy's strong points at the
examination. He had discovered that the boy was
wounded and had taken charge of h im. When Rita
had come between him and Sidney he had not resented it, but had said to Mark, in the latter's
tent:
"Don't try, to tease, old chap, but Sid has cut
me out, as you might say; with the gipsy girl."
When together, there were no formali ties between Lieutenant Mark Morrison and Private
Jack Warren, who were the closest of friends.
"So there's a,n affair there, is there, Jack?"
"Yes, and I am glad of it. It will be good or
them both."
"And so you are cut out?" for Mark was a tease
and could not help it.
"Yes, and so are yo.,'' said Jack, whom Mark
never could succeed in teasing.
"Mr. Jack? Why, I've a girl of my own."
"How do you know that I haven't?" carelessly.
"Have you, Jack?" earnestly. "Who is she!
Have I ever seen her? Where does she--"
"Oh, I didn't say I had, Mark," provokingly.
Although Jack had been super~eded by the
gipsy girl, he nevertheless visited the farmhouse
to ask after Sidney, from time to time. On one
of these visits he saw Joachim loitering about.
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The gipsy had retreated upon his approach, but
Jack had not seemed to notice it. When he went
away he told Dick and agreed to keep a watch
upon the man.
"The gipsy is jealous," he said to himself. "He
will do harm to one or both of those young people
if he gets a chance."
He saw Joachim later, but said nothinng, not
wjsbil)g to arouse the evil fellow's suspfoions.
"If he knows that I am watching him he will
be more guarded and I might have trouble in
keeping my eyes on him," was 'his thought.
The next day as Jack on his bay mare was riding up to the farmhouse, Dick, Bob and Ben be_ing a little behind him, he heard a sudden shot.
It was in the dir-ection of the farmhouse and Jack
fe t a sudden fear go through hi . Dashing for·ward he saw Joachim leap across the road and
jump on a horse. Then Rita appeared at one of
the windows and cried in shrill tones:
"He has killed the boy; catch him!"
"That scoundrelly gipsy has shot Sid, captain!"
shouted Jack, racing after the spy.
He did not have'his musket with him, but he
quickly drew a pistol and fired. The bullet took
off the g-ipsy's hat and in another moment the
fellow disappeared around a .b end in the road.
Jack flew after him and in a few moments Dick
was alongside. Bob and Ben were not far be.hind and .g-0ing like the wind.
"Hit him, Jack?" asked Dick, racing alongside.
"No, captain, but there is his hat that I shot
off."
"Was Sidney badly hurt, Jack?"
"'l,'\he gfrl said he was killed. I ought to have
come earlier. I have been watching the fellow."
"1 think he meant to kill Rita instead of the
~~"

.

"Very ikely-ah, there he is!"
Two shots rang out quickly as Dick and Jack
sud.denly caught sight of Joachim fairly flying
down the road.
"Go ahead, captain, I'll follow," said Dick.
Dick's b1ack Major was speedier than Jack's
mare, which could go faster than any other horse
in the troop, being second only to Dick's fine
black. They were gaining on the gipsy who now
shot down a byroad, rough and hard to travel.
His horse was gipsy bred and seemea· able to
travel all s.orts of ioads. So could the horses of
tb Liberty Boys, so he gaineg nothing in turning into a rough lane. After him dashed Dick,
Jach: close behind, shouting to the rest:
"Take the lane, the rasca is trying to dodge
us!"
Bob and Ben saw him fast disappearing down
the lane and followed. Then Jack raced on and
came. up with I:Hck. The lane at length ended in
a belt of thick woods, there being a steep hill just
beyond.
"Th fellow has tu11ned his horse adrift and
tbinks to cheat us," said Dick, dismounting.
"Here are his tracks,, quite plain," said Jack.
Dick was as good as an Indian at following a
trail, and he had taught Jack a great deal in that
line."
"Yes, I noticed ·them. Come ahead, Jack."
They left their horses in the path, knowing that
they would not go astray. Bob and Ben came
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along shortly and dismounted. Ben remained
with the horses while Bob hurried on after Dick
a n. cl Jack. The latter followed the trail rapidly,
l: rvi ng no difficulty in doing so, although it was a
bit <lark in the \.Voods. These soon grew more
open as the top of the hill was reached and the
two Liberty Boys saw the gipsy racing across au
open space on top. Both fired, the gipsy returned
the shot s with a shout of defiance. Then he
clashed down the slope, the boys keeping him in
sight for some moments. The woods grew thick
again and Joachim dove into the thickest of them,
thinking to elude the boys.
"Go around, Jack," said Dick. "We will save
time."
Bob came up, saw the trail -left by the gipsy
and followed it. Dick and Jack met on the
farther side of the thicket, neither having seen
any sign of the gipsy.
"You saw no trail, Jack?"
"No."
I
"Nor I. He has not come out."
Just then they heard a loud shout from Bob.
"Hello! I've treed the scoundrel."
"There is Bob," said Dick. "I thought he would
follow."
"Hello!" shouted Jack. "We're coming!"
The two boys then entered the thicket and at
length came up with Bob. There was a great
mass of ledge rock, towering high above their
heads and up this, by a winding path, the gipsy
had taken his way. The path was narrow and
could easily be defended by one man against
forty.
"He's up there," said Bob, "but can't get down
without our leave. There's only one way up."
"Hello!" shouted Dick.
"Hello!" answered the gipsy. "W'at you want?"
"We want you."
"Come up and geta me. vV'at beezaness ees it
yours, ef I shoot ze gal?"
. "You did not, you shot one of the Liberty Boys."
"Huh! W'at I care? I tink I shota de gal.
Allee same, shoot her another time."
"Come down here or we'll smoke you out."
"No!" in a tone of defiance.

CHAPTER XVIII.-The Gipsy Girl's Mistake.
The path up the ledge was strewn thickly with
leaves which had fallen from the trees.
"Light a match, Jack," said Dick, "and set fire
to the leaves on the path."
Jack quickly lighted a sulphur match and set
fi~e t.o the leaves. T:he flames rapidly ran up the
wmdmg path, catching everything in their way.
Presently a heavy stone came crashing iiown from
the top of the ledge. It swept away much of the
burning rubbish and then went crashing off at
one side.
"Climb a tree, Jack," said Dick, "and see if you
can locate the fellow."
·~All right, captain."
Jack threw aside his coat, picked out a tall
pine and began to climb. The brancl:;es sheltered
him for some distance but at last he was above
the top of the ledge and had less foliage to shield
him. He saw the gipsy crouched behind a big
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boulder at the top of the ledge, watching the path.
The man did not see him at first, but presently
happened to look up. Jack had a pistol in his
hand and as the gipsy aimed at him, shouted:
"Be careful down there. I can shoot as well as
you can."
"W a't you want?" the gipsy demanded in a
surly tone.
"We want you. You have killed one of our boys
and we demand justice."
"No mean to kill, mean to kill gal. She love
boy, 'stead of me, leave gipsy tribe, dat why me
kill, dat gipsy law."
"It may be gipsy law, but it isn't justice. You
killed one of our boys."
"Me no care!" doggedly. "Me killa myself, no
care. You no get."
Then he suddenly fired at Jack, hitting the
trunk of the tree behind which the boy was partly concealed. Jack fired on the instant and struck
the gipsy in the shoulder. The fellow sprang behind another boulder where Jack could not see
him. Then Jack came down, not caring to be
made a target of· by one he could not reach.
"I don't see any other way down, but this," he
said, "and we can go up there one at a time
only."
Then more boulders came crashing down, blocking the narrow path.
"He said he would kill himself before he gave
himself up," said Bob, "but he is blocking the
path for all of us."
"He won't kill himself,'' said Dick. "He will
try to tire us out, or attempt to make his way
down in the dark."
"We could light a fire and keep a watch on
him," declared Bob. "We are as full of resources
as he is."
"Very true."
"And if he thinks he can tire us out, he is very
much mistaken."
The boys sat down at the foot of the ledge to
wait. At length they heard some one approaching through the woods.
"Hello!" shouted Bob.
"Hello!" answered Ben.
In a few moments he came in sight with the two
Harrys, Sam, Arthur Mackay, Will Freeman and
one or two others.
"We left Patsy and Ca-rl with the horses,'' said
Ben. "Harry Thurber says that Sid is not dead
and is in a fair way to recover."
"Not dead ? " said Dick. "I am glad to hear
that. Did you make a mistake, Jack?"
"No , Rita told me that Joachim had killed Sid
and I did not stop to inquire further."
"The gipsy girl thought he was killed," said
Harry. "He fainted after he had received the shot
meant for her."
"Then Joachim did shoot at the girl, a s he told
us?"
"Yes, he fired in at the window. Sid saw him
and sprang between him and the girl, receiving
the shot."
"It was not a fatal wound, you say?"
"No, but the excitement caused him to faint and
for the moment Rita thought he was dead."
"You examined the wound carefully?"
"Yes. He was much better when we left and

quite cheerful. If the devotion of a true-hearte d
girl can save him he j s safe enough."
"Then we do not need to watch this fellow any
longer," said Dick. "Hello, up there!"
There was no answer.
"Hello, up there! The boy is alive and w) ll
recover."
There was still no answer from the top of the
ledge.
"Do you suppose he has carried out his threat?"
a sked Bob.
" No, I think he is afraid to come down. He
knows that he is not to be trusted and thinks we
are the same."
"Very likely."
Dick called again, but received no answer. '.Dhen
Jack went up the tree again while H arr y and Ben
climbed others from whjch a differ ent view of
the top of the ledge could be obtained. None of
them saw anything of the gipsy.
"Jove! I believe the fo x has climbed down at
the back while we were ·keeping guard at the foot
of the path," declar.ed Jack.
"Let us go around and see," said Dick.
The boys set out in i.lifferent directions and
went all around the ledge. It was as Jack had
suggested. At the back of the ledge they found
footprints and on the side of the ledge found
broken roots and branches and f ootprints. The
man had climbed down at the r ear, at the risk of
a bad fall, while the boys were watching in front.
There were only three of them and it would
have been difficult to patrol the whole ledge. They
had taken it for granted that the man would try
to escape from the front only and had given no
thought to the rear. The footprints led into the
woods, but the boys did not follow them.
"Let him go, since the boy is certain to recover," said Dick.
"He will take good care to keep out of our way
in future," added Bob.
The boys then returned to where they had left
the horses, mounted and rode back to camp.
Whether the man continued to act as a dpy and
lost hi s life in the service of the enemy, they never
knew_. Sidner Carhart ·was soon well enough to
go with the Liberty Boys when they resumed their
march. Rita continued to act as a spy now for the
Liberty Boys and then for others or some time,
but gave up her gipsy dress and never returned
to her tribe. In time she g ave up acting a s a spy
and settled down to more guiet but just as effective work for the cau se of freedom. Sidney Carhart remained with the Liberty BoJs t ill the end
of the war, distinguish ing himself ·n many a
hardfought battle. After the conclusion o:P the
":'ar he and Rita, no longer a gipsy, were married and settled down to a long and happy life.
Next week's issue will contain "TBE LIBERTY
BOYS AND THE WICKED SIX; or, T E PLA N
•
TO KIDNAP WASHING TON."

"Moving Picture Stories, " No. 308, contains an
article entitled "HOW TO BECOME A MOVIE
ACTOR." Buy a copy. Price 7 cents ; postage fr ee,
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
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CURRENT NEWS
MIL'KMAN CAPTURES COON.
A full -grown coon was captured on one of the
main streets of Ottawa, Ont., recently b~ a
milkman going his rounds early in the mornmg.
He was offered $40 for th~ pelt by a ~ocal furrier, but decided to keep it and have it stuffed
and mounted.
CONSCIENCE HURT HIM
A man, who refused to give his ;11ame, called at
the office of Willis Copeland, Audit_or of Vanderburg County, Ind., and left $1?,, say1~g the moner,
was to be turned into the Conscrence Fund.
The strangei: sa~d he represented a man who h~d
received this sum for work on a gravel road m
Center Township and says that no work was ever
performed by the man.

------

FIND HIDDEN SUGAR.
R. M. Montgomery, who recently. boug~t the
Borden candy store in Rochester, Indiana, is co_n gratulating himself on his _good fortune. W!'nle
telephone men were running some new wires
through the basement one day they s~u~bled on
three large sacks of sugar, each we1ghmg 100
pounds. N either Montgomery nor Mrs. Borden,
the form er owner of the store, had any knowledge
of the existence of the sugar.

the best diamond drills. The saws were over
eight feet long and cut blocks of granite seven
and a half feet long. That splendid work was
forgotten; the Romans did not use such tools, and
some thousands of years passed before the same
tools were reinvented fifty years ago.
The carpenter's saw was at first merely a blade
roughly hacked on the edge; by 4500 B. C. it had
regular teeth, sloping equally both ways; by 900
B. C. the Italians gave a rake to the teeth to
make them cut in one direction, instead of merely
scraping as before. No ancient saw, however,
made a kerf wider than the thickness of the
blade; we do not know when the saw that makes
a wider kerf was invented, but it was some time
in the Middle Ages.
The Egyptians used a push saw as the earliest
form; the pull saw was the only one in the west
and the Roman world. The push saw came back
into use a few centuries ago, although the pull
saws in a frame is still universal in the East.

YOUR LIBERTY BOND
The United States Government borrowed money from you to finance the War. You hold the
Government's promise to pay you back. This
promise is called a Liberty Bond or Victory
Note. On this Bond is stated the conditions under which the Government borrowed the money
MADE FIREPROOF MATCH~S
from you.
Mat ches are a Government m onopoly_ m France
For
If you hold a Bond of the Third
and cost about a c~nt for t_w_enty, without any Libertyinstance:
it states that on April 15th and
ur antee, as t o quali t y. P arisians have_ r ecently October Loan,
15th of each year until maturity, you
teen complaining bitterly that a ce ·t am brand will receive
interest on the amount
paid for
would strike, but that the fl am_e woul~ not fire the Bond. Other issues bear other you
of inthe. wood more t han about once m t en times: T~e terest and other maturity dates, allrates
of which
s · n tific .American says the Government m sti- are clearly stated on the Bond.
t~~d an in~estigation and "discover~~ ~hat some
Now,
you keep your Bond until the date
one ~fatuated with t he cr3:ze for utihzmg ever y when theifGovernment
you in full for it, you
fo rm of waste had supplied the m~~chm akers do not need to worrypays
if,
in
the meantime, t he
w' th loose ends fro m a shop whe1:e m1btary huts price is low one day or hi gh the
next. You and
were constru.cted. It was commendable enough Uncle Sa m a re living up t o your agreement
with
th
to work up the stumps but no one had r e- each other, and neit her will lose by it.
us bei·ed that the t imber had been impregnated
On the ot her hand, if you sell your Liberty
n1em
f"
render it firepr_o_e_. _ _ __
Bond now, you will fi nd t hat t he man you sell it
to will not give you a do lla r fo r every doll ar you
ANCIENT O':RIGIN OF MODERN TOOLS
paid for it. The price has been brought down
The story of the mech an ical aids of human his- because so many people are offering to sell their
toTy has l)een much neglected. Thousands have Bonds. If the mark et is fl ooded with t omatoes,
described the sculptures o.J; t he P ar thenon, yet you can buy t hem cheap, but if everyone is clamn o one mas mentioned t h e t ools that car ved t hose oring for t omatoes and there ar,e few to be had
fl ut ed column s. We n at ur ally su ppose t hat our the price goes l! P· The same is true of L iberty
p resent day t ools h ave :(~r bett~i• fo rms than Bonds. Short-sighted people are dumping them
t h ose of past ages. That 1s true m man y cases, on the market, and wise ones are buying them.
but not always.
.
The best advice that can be given to the owner
It appear t hat the forms of t he chisel were of a Liberty Bond is this : Hold the bond you
pexfectE:d 2,000 years ago, and th~t th.e beaut y of bought during the war; it is as safe and sound as
work man ship in Bronze Age chisels has never the United States Government itself.
been exceeded.
Buy as many more at the present low rate as
The use of saws and crown drills with fixed you can afford. If you hold them to maturity
teeth of coruni:lum or gem stones for cutting you are bound to make the difference betwee~
quartz rocks was the regular practice in Egypt what they sell at now and their face value. You
6 000 years ago. The cores produced were so will also receive good interest on your investp~rfect and clean cut that any modem engineer ment.
would be proud to turn out such good work with
Hold on to your Liberty Bonds and buy more.

t
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New York to Frisco On a
· Motorcycle
--OR--

AFTER THE $10,000 PRIZE
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER VIII (Continued)
"Oww! Oww!" screeched the negro, as the
blow took bitter effect.
He dropped the razor, and fell to his lm~es
yelling in agony, as Bob Wendell sprang. at him
from his low position. Bob's sinewy wnsts encircled the fellow's neck, and the man sank back
in the vouth's power.
"No>v we'll show you who is going to get off!"
said Bob, as he forced the :fellow to the g:i;ound.
The norter's broad shoulders came down with
a whac·k on the harcl pavement, but Bob )rnd a
beautiful wrestling "fall" on him, and the fellow
was helplessly pinm;d down.
Ezra Perkins had yelled madl y for a policeman, and one of the Albany bluecoats came
speeding up.
"Let me hit him!" cr ied the worthy guardian
of the Jaw, swinging hi s club.
"No, you came too late. Don't hit him unless
he tries to fight back," said Bob. "I don't believe in hitting a fellow when he's clown."
The policeman had drawn a pail- of steel handcuffs from his coat pocket.
These were slipped upon the dark-skinned
wrists, and the negro stood there an unwilling
prisoner, ,,·ith his aching shins to remind him
that he had been thoroughly bested.
"I'll fix you all fer clis yet," he hissed, glaring
balefullv at Bob '~'c ndell .
"You ;II be fixed so well yourself you won't
get a chance to attend t0 anyone else," said the
policeman, as he ran his hands through the fellow's pockets.
He drew forth a brass weapon, called brass
knuckles, and a black slungshot covered with
leather.
"Well, say, this man is pretty well armed for
a plain hotel porter, isn't he?" asked Bob.
"How long has this man been working here,
boy?" cried Ezra Perkins, turning toward the
other porter, who stood trembling with fear
that he would be the next to get a treatment.
"Laws a mercy, boss. I ain't got nuffin' to do
wid it. I never seed dis feller until jest now.
!le got a porter's hat from somewheres, and
hyar he runs out at my side when dese gentlemen arrive. I ain't never done nuffin' wid 'im.
I n ever seed 'im befoh !"
It was evident that the porter was speaking
t he truth.
"This man has been sent here on purpose t o
wreck my machine, that's all," said Bob, point-

ing to the monkey wrench where it had fallen
upon the ground.
Ezra Perkins picked it up.
"It's a new one," said he. "Bought ior the
purpo se. Let's see if there is any othe,r evidence."
The policeman held the negro, as Perkins
slipped his hands through the fellow's pockets,
but there was no other clue.
Perkins turned toward Bob.
"Young man, you beat iJ for the room I have
reserved for you, and take your four hours of
nap. There is ood there for you. And you are
t o be on the trail again after that rest."
Bob went without a word.
Keene followed him.
" 1.Vho can that fellow be?" wondered Ezra
Perkino:, as he looked after the.. othe · man.
"Th re is a mesh of plotting and trickei:y about
this race that promises terriOle work befQre it is
over. Men will do a good "deal foi; ten thou sand
dollar , and I expect the worst.
Perkins spoke truly, fo Boo WendeI was
traveling along a bitter £ath in his struggle for
the goal of ortune and fame.

CHAP'llER IX.-In the Me h of Hi

Enemies.

Bop hur ·iecl to his i·oom, led by a cwing
bellboy. Ror by this time the story had spread
that thi was one of the celebrat d J1acer~ . and
ever~' on e stared at the travel-stained yo ti t11.
"Will you call me when you start, We~tdell ?"
a sked the other f Pllow, who regarded Bo..b with
ysterious regret. "I wi8h I
his glance of
weren't OJ! this blooming trip, but as I'm on it,
I'll stick it out."
"That's a peculiar rema11k1" said Bob. "What's
the matter? Are you afraid o~ the opposition
I'm meeting? I expect to run 'nto much worse
than this."
Keene shook his head.
".No, I'm not afraid. but I think thexe is apt
to be bad business between ,here and the coast.
I am a pretty good guesser myself."
Bob was silent.
"I'll tell you, Wendell," ;;a~d ;Keene, " you can
<;lepend on me to the death. You prove,d your
squa1'eness 1 and :r'll rove mine. So, remefaber
that I am backing you with a1.l my strength, and
with my life, i:f need pe."
Bob was surprised at the othe1"s suppressed
excitement, but he spoke frankly.
"I believe you, KElene. There ~s somethin
queer about your attitude. You know n:i.ore than
you let on. But, that is none o,f my businP-s .
You came along o,n. this race by penniss 'on of
the two backers-Nat Worthington's Stnd mine,
and I am no welcher. I believe th at we will
make good racing pals, anyway. I'll call you
before I start again."
Bob turned into his reserved room, and it did
not take ten minutes for hilj'l to rush down his
dinner and then leap into the bed, which was
all prepared.
He slept soundly until Ezra Perkins came t o
waken him.
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
MOST SENSITIV E INSTRUME Nrr'.
The most sensitive instrument yet made is the
bolometer, originally inve~te~ by ~angley, :vh~ch
is used for measuring va1·1at1ons m the rad1at1on
of heat. It registe11s to a millionth of a degree.
The heart of it is a platinum wire so thin that it
cannot be seen except when a ray of bright light
is reflected from it.
SWURD IN PLANK.
Embedded in the heart of a plank of wood taken from a railway station platform at Oakley,
Fifeshire, England, there has been found a sword
measuring over two feet lon g-. The plank had
been in use for at least fifteen. years. The
weapon, which was <?f an old-fashion ed ~ype, a
short crosspiece formmg the handle, was m .good
preservatio n and it is believed had been picked
up by the tr~ 3:t an early period of its existence
and encircled with the growth.
'DREE, 800 YEARS OLD, FELLED.
A chestnut tree in Yonkers, thirty feet in circumference , said to be 800 years old, .has becon:ie
history. Charles F. Coy, 113 Valentme lane, m
front of whose home it grew, had the decayed old
giant felled.
A book was published in Yonkers several years
ago describing interesting features of the suburban city. In this a naturalist who had made a
careful study of the tree said that along about
the time of the Crusades the chestnut was b~
ginning to take root. All manner of old traditions clung to the tree-storie s of the Indian, of
the aays of the Revolution, when George Washington hid in it from English troops, of battles
fought near it.
Like a weary old giant it had been slowly ~e
caying. The top of it fell away and th~n t~e inside rotted out. Its boughs, four feet m dlameter crackled and fell. When the workmen pulled
it down only a hollow trunk remained.
BUDDHA STATUE ,RIVALS SPHINX.
For many years it ha~ beei; known that a~out
fifty miles fi:_om J,a h-dmg, m western ChlJla,
there is a v~ry large and r~markable statue of
Buddha, but it was not u~til a very fev: yea;rs
ago that it ~was e:ver descnbed by an Occidental.
Dr. SpI:ague, an authority on things Chinese,
visited it. At the end of two days' travel he
reached the linage and found it to be a colossus
in size alth.ough not so large as rurµor had
made it out. The upper half of the hillside consists of a sandstone cliff, and in this a niche
fifty feet broad has been cut leaving a central
core of stone that is carved in the shape of a
figure seated in European style, not cross-legge d,
as Buddha is so often 1·epresented . The traveler fou d the height of the image to be not less
than one hundred feet.
A series of five tiled roofs, descending like a
flight of steps, built in front of the image, protects it from the weather, so that only the face
can be seen from without,.

When the doctor came within sight of the
great Buddha he paused and rested from his
journey at a point near one of the gates to the
walled city that lies in the valley below. As
his eyes turned to the great face, which has been
g,ilded until it shines like metal, as the immense
size and perfect preservatio n of the idol made
their impression , the thought came to him that
"this is more marvellous than many of the
world's boasted "wonders."
He thought of the colossi at Thebes and th t
Sphinx. Scarred and ruined and defaced by th(.
hand of man and the effects of time they are
little better than lumps of battered ~ock. But
far in the west of China sits this old Buddha
u,nnoticed and almost unknown, yet greater i~
s~ze than the Eg.yptian colossi, with his proportions preserved mtact, with temples above and
below him, and with the priests in attendance
to keep the incense burning at his feet. There
he sits, grimly gazing out over the tiled roofs
of the city that lies before him.
A TOUGH BULL.
Some years ago a herd of Texas bulls were
imported from their native land to Sevilie to
give spec~al attr.action to a bullfight of more
than ordinary importance .
Those American
bul~s furnished the Spaniards with some interesting sport.
The first of the intended victims when confronted in the ring by horse and picador wholly
neglected the horse but paid instant and undivided attention to the man. The bull bellowed
as if from sheer delight at the anticipated en.counter and attacked the picador furiously. He
pressed the fighter so hard that, defense beu~g useless, t!te man sought safety in inglorious
fhg~t by scalmg t~e barrier erected between tJ:ie
audrnnce .and the ring as a provision of safety.
The picador was ardently and efficiently assisted over the barrier by the horns of the steer
and was .follo,yed .so closely thll;t he narrowly escaped with his life by reachmg a convenient
gallery. The steer did his best to get at him but
finding this impossible, looked about for ~the;
game.
The stone seats in the enclosure at Seville
. were ten feet above t.he ground, and this height
has always b.een. an n~surmountable barrier for
a bull, but this time thmgs were different, for as
soon as the Texan bull saw the throng above his
head he stepped back, and the next instant he
was among them.
Before the people could escape he had tossed
half a dozen of them into the ring but they were
all rescued by the ring attendan'ts. The sto~e
sea~s cleared, the steer returned to the ring, and
seemg no one else to whom he might throw the
gage of battle, he took the exact centre of the
ring and bellowed his defiance to the world
Meantime the manageme nt had got busy and ~
soldier with a Mauser was summoned from
nearby barracks and ihe bull's life was inglori~
ously ended.
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ALLEN , THE

OUTLA W

By D. W. STEVE NS.
Launce Nuttin g was a United States marsha l
in the southe rn distric t of Virgini a.
That state was at that time fairly overru n,
with outlaws of all classes .
Nuttin g proved himsel f worthy and fit for the
office.
A young man of temper ate habits, quick wits,
splendi d physiqu e, and dashin g courag e, he was
never at a loss how to act.
Many were the prisone rs safely capture d by
his efforts ; but one man evaded him.
The shrewd est and worst of all was still at
large.
Despite all his efforts, Nuttin g had not yet secured Ruloff Allen.
This man's career had been that of a crimin al
from his birth.
In the fastnes ses of Southw estern Virgin ia,
he manufa ctured whisky upon a grand scale, and
was the owner of a dozen or more "queer stills."
Nuttin g had sought this quarry .
Twice he had actuall y caught him, yet twice
he had escaped .
Nuttin g sat one evenin g musing .
A strang er stood before him.
"I would speak with you," he said.
"We are by ourselv es. You can speak freely, "
replied Nuttin g.
The man drew his chair so that he sat betwee n
the officer and the desk, whereo n lay his belt
and pistols, threw over his coat, so that the butts
of the two heavy revolve rs might be seen, and
said:
"You ai·e desirou s of arresti ng Ruloff Allen,
are you not?"
"There 's no doubt of that," said the marsha l.
"I am the man!"
"You- you Ruloff Allen? My friend, I know
Allen. His hair is red; yours is black. His face
bears a scar across the chin; yours a beard.
His teeth are broken ; youl's are perfect . The
joke is good, but you are not Allen."
The other, strikin g a wig from his head, a
beard froi;n his chin, and removi ng a single
false tooth, turned again toward s Nuttin g.
"And now?"
"You are Allen."
For a full momen t neither man moved.
It was as though two tigers gazed at each
()th er.
Then the outlaw said:
"Listen ! I am unarme d; you are not. I am
as strong as you. Do not try to arrest me, for
I shall then be obliged to kill you. I came here
to have a private talk, but it was necess ary that
you should know who I am. I will not molest
you if you will do the same by me, and give me
:fifteen minute s to escape when we have finishe d."
Nuttin g measur ed his chance s.
Unarm ed, in the presen ce of a man - to whom
murder was not new, he deemed pruden ce the
better part, and replied :
"I agree."
"Good," said Allen, removi ng his own pistol-

•

belt. "Your word is equal to mine. We shall
both be unarme d. And now I will tell you my
story."
Then he told of his life, a weird, strang e history, every line intense with the throbb ing passion of a lawless ness which had made the man
what he was.
The other listened, breath less, the darkne ss
shroud ed both.
At length, howeve r, the visitor aused and
then concluded as follows :
"So have I lived as a wild man almost and
that life has, for the past five years, been 'more
a mania than ever before, but with a method . I
am, and have been, seeking money and money
only. And now I have enough , and I desire to
return to civiliza tion. I am an outlaw . Very
well, I will cease outlaw ry, will turn over my
stills to the govern ment, will swear a great oath
and keep it, too-fo r my own interes t s deman d
it--to become a worthy citizen ; and if you will
recoi:nmend it the govern ment will accept the
prodig al son. I came here to ask you to intercede for me. Will you do so?"
Nuttin g hesitat ed.
The other spoke again:
"Such assista nce from an official is what I
need, and I can pay for it. If you will get a free
pardon for me, I will give you five thousand- -"
"Stop!. you have gone too far! I might have
deemed 1t my duty to do as you asked in order
to wipe out your cursed· traffic; ; but you have
sought to place me on a par with yourse lf. You
offer to bribe me and render me as rank in the
nostril s of honest men as yourse lf. I refuse! "
"Be it so. Thei;i we are enemie s. I to you and
the law, you to me. Remem per ;ny fifteen minutes, and beware when nex:t we meet."
He buckle d his pistols at his waist and disappear ed; but as he left t e room a little piece
of metal fell from his person and .rolled unnoticed upon the floor.
An instant later the ring of his horse's hoofs
sounde d throug h the night as he rode toward'•
the mounta ins.
The mornin g followi ng, Nuttin g's servan t exterded his hand and said :
"Found this on the .floor."
Lying in the outstre tched palm was a silver
pistol bullet.
"Bring me my flask, and I'll load the old
smooth -bore," said the marsha l.
As Nuttin g comple ted the chargi ng of the
weapon a visitor called, and he thrust it un.thinkin gly into an open pigeon -hole of his desk
His visitor 's busines s was such as to clet~i~
him , and the weapon was forgott en.
The pi stol , with its silver missile ' ]av· unnoticed for months .
A_ ?ozen times had the marsha l organiz ed expecht1_ons and scoured the country , seeking the
m.torw us Allen, but each time he had returne d
un successful.
Inform ation which he knew t o be reliabl e had
at last, he felt sure, placed the outlaw in his
hands, and he reloade d his pistols with unusual
care.
At his orders mounte d guards patroll ed all
the roads.
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Upon the morrow at dawn, with a posse of
seven thorough and fearless mountaineers, he
was to storm the very stronghold of the dwellers.
The officer sat at his desk writing.
There were a few pages to complete, a letter
or two to prepare for the mail, and some memoranda to destroy.
He might never sit at that desk again.
As his eyes wandered over the mass of papers,
he suddenly noted the butt of hi s old dueling
pistol half hidden in one of the compartments ,
and ~s the remembrance of how it came there
fla?hed over him, a shuffling step at the
door arrested him, and an instant later an aged
and bent woman entered.
.
.
Nuttino- l·egarded the n ewcomer w1th surprise,
as he a;;;se to offer her a chair.
She accepted it with thanks.
"You are a government man" said the woman.
"Yes" returned Nutting.
"I've' come on business. I want to talk to you.
You don't know me, I recko;n ?"
.
"I can't say that I do," said Nuttmg.
"No I'm Mrs. Allen, and my boy he's Ruloff
All en.· You've heard of. him'?'.'
And she gazed cunmngly mto her listener's
eyes.
. ,,
"Yes I know him.
.
"Well now it ap·pears you are on a raid after
him to-~norrow, and you've got the boy badly
cooped up thfa time. Not but that he'll fight.
My boy's s art, he is, I tell you; a~d he'll ta~e
you a;round before you gather hn~ m; ?ut hes
cooped all the same, and I'm af_raid you ll catch
him or kill him. · nd I'm h1s mammy, you
know!"
The old hag wiped her eyes, an d N u tt"mg ' s
heart s oftened towai:ds her.
"'What can I do in thi matter, Mrs. Allen?"
began the marsha1. '"Y ou~· son ' s a- -"
.
"Never mind what he is, you can save him.1
He's trapped. But he's m Y ~oy, and I. want. you
to let hiin; go. Take his s~1lls and his ~h1s~y,
take every:thip.g, b_ut let him go, ,and I 11 !five
you my word that m three day:; we 11 be-"Mrs. All en, thi.$ is imposs1bl~. I'll try not
to hurt your son, but capture him I must and
shall!"
"But if he should capture you, w I1at th en ?"
.
At th~ words, the hood was thrown back, the
b t form straightened, and before the. eyes of
t~~ dazed officer stood Rul?ff Allen hnnself, a
look of ctead)y hatred on his face, a heavy revolver in his outstretched hand.
The young man gazed into the deadly tube
before him.
"I came here to give you one· last chance, an d
myself the same,'' hissed Allen. "That chal!-ce
is lost to us both. I g? back to thE'. moun~a.ms
and outlawry; you yetire from active . service.
pray? Do it now. In three mmutes I
C an vou
J
,,,
shall kill you·
Slowly Nutting~s eye ran about the room.
E scap·e was impossible--help would not come.
Suddenly the b:itt of th.e o~d. duelling pistol
came within the c!l"cle of his vision.
Cool as his would-be murderer, he turned to
him and said :
"Will you let me smoke once more?"
"Smoke? Yes," he said, "one cigar."
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And lowering the muzzle of his weapon, he
thru st it into nis pocket.
"I have some here," said Nutting.
And like a flash his own hand shot upward
towards the pigeon-hole, where lay the duelling
pistol.
"Down with your hand!" cried Allen.
It was too late.
•
There came a sharp and ringing report, a single cry, a dull and sickening thud upon the floor,
and all was over.
And the moon, breaking from between the
rifted clouds without, looked through the open
window upon the face of the dead, while Nutting, white and trembling, held in his nerveless
hand a smoking pistol.
The silver bullet had found its mark and returned to its owner.
BIG SN AKE SEEN.
A huge reptile that is known as "the big
snake" has been seen in the neighborhood of St.
Michaels, Maryland, off and on for the last 30
years. Persons have claimed to have seen this
snake before and since prohibition went into ef;ect in Talbot County.
"The big snake " made his reappearance ooe
Sunday recently. Previous to that he had not
been staged for years. Observers agree that he
is from 15 to 20 feet or more long and as big
around as a good sized saucer. None has dared
·co tackle him and the serpent has always e::;caped.
Samuel Harrison, his wife and boy were walking along the railroad through the woods near
the Pea Neck Road. The boy went into the woods
a bit and came running back, saying he had seen
a monster snake. Harri son >vent into the thicket
and saw the serpent. His head, it is said, was
raised about five feet from the ~round and his
forked tongue was darting out menacingly. When
Harrison saw its size he stopped short, knowing
it would be foolish to tackle it with a stick. He
backed out of the woods, keeping his eye on the
serpent as long as it was in sight. He reported
the reappearance of the monster in St. Michaels
and a " snake posse" was at once organized among
the young men, who, armed with shotguns and
pistols, made a search of the woods. They are
still searching, as the snake has disappeared.
"The big snake" first was reported on Beverly
farm about 30 years ago by Crittenden Harper,
who saw part of his body lying along a rail fence
and the other part coiled around and up an oak
tree. Subsequently William B. Harper saw him
in Bagsey's woods. According to the latter the
serpent was tearing through the woods his head
rai~ed four feet from the ground and making a s
m uch noise as a horse.
Earl Harrison, ~he Chaplain brothers and
many others have had views of "the big snake"
in the last 30 years, and it has become a part of
the legendary lore of St. Michaels.
A cowardly fellow, having kicked a newsboy
for pestering him to buy an evening newspape",
the lad waited till another boy accosted the "gentleman," and then shouted in the hearing of the
bystanders: "It's no use to try him, Jimmie, h~
can't read."
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Coin In a se pa rate piece ot pa pe r to avoid cutting the
envelo pe. Wr it e your name and address plai nly. Ad·
dress letters to
N. Hastings 'Voll!', Pres. }
E. Byrne, Tttas.
Charle• E . Nylander, Seo

FRANK 'J'.OUSEY,
Pubhshe r,
168 W . 23d St., N. Y.

· ITEMS OF INTEREST
PIG A CYCLO NE VICTIM .
A little pig has just been found under the
debris left in the track of the big wind storm
that passed over the country south of Hicksvil le,
Ohio, a month ago. While it may seem incredible, the piggy had been pinned to the earth
with a heavy timber and when discover ed was
still alive, although Jean and lank after a
month's fasting.
As an escaping prisoner was squeezin g through
the "chuck door," through which meals are
passed to prisoner s in the Randolp h County Jail,
West Virginia , Will!am Wilt -became wedged and
was held fast all night. The opening is 18 inches
by 5 3-4. Wilt got along all right until his hips
were caught. Workme n had to saw the bars to
free him. Wilt said he was "too ashamed '"' to
call for help.
WEDGE D IN STOVE OVEN.
Leo Helvy age nine, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Helvy of North Manches ter, Indiana,
was severely burned on the back and knees when
he became lodged in the oven of the kitchen
stove at the Helvy home. The boy had been
playing in the rain and when he entered the
house he sat down on the oven door to dry his
clothes. He slipped off the door into the
oven. A few minutes later, when the oven began to be uncomfo rtably warm, he attempte d to
get out of the oven, but found that he could not
move. The boy's screams attracted his father,
who was unable to pull him out of the oven until
Mrs. Helvy lent her assistanc e.
ART OF FELLIN G CHIMN EYS.
In England an interesti ng method of felling
lofty chimney s is practised . Its originat or is
James Smith of Manches ter and he is credited
with having felled, without accident , nearly one
hundred tall chimney s which for one reason or
another had become useless. Some of these were
from 200 to 250 feet in height.
The method consists in removin g the stones or
brick · near the foot of the chimney and substituting an underpin ning of wood, which is afterward set on fire. About two-thir ds of the area

the base is r emoved up to a height of five or
six fe et, so that most of the weigh t rests upon
the underpin ning. Experience has shown that
when the wor k is pr operly done the chi mney
leans slightly toward the si de where t he underpinning is inserted , and when a slight crack appears in the masonry on the opposite side the
time has come for fo:e t o be a pplied. As the
chimney fall s it pa rtially t elescope s in consequence. of the shock produced by dr oppin s- i nto
the void left by the burnt t imber s.

o~
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A fool and his money are soon parted ; but
you never call him a fo ol till t he money is gone.
The differenc e between learning golf and motoring is that in g olf at first you hit nothing,
but in motoring everythm g.
"So your son in London is a director at the
stores. That's a very responsible position. " "Yessir; 'e 'as to direct the custome rs what get lost."
Mistress --What are you doing with my watches,
rings, chains, bracele ts-all m y jewels? Justice You told me, madame , to polish every bit of brass
on Saturday .
Norah-O im sorry to say, sorr, that Miss
Giddy isn't in. The Caller (facetio usly)-W hy
are you sorry, Norah. Norah-B ecause, sorr, it's
the biggest sthory Oi ever told.
Warden -No'm; the guy that killed his family
ain't here no more. The Gov'nor pardoned him.
The Visitor- What a shame. I've brought him
a lot of roses! What other murdere rs have you?
Mr. De Seiner (on being introduc ed to Adored
One's Mother) -"Pardo n me, madam, but have
we not met before? Your face seems strangel y
familiar. " Adored One's Mother -"Yes ; I am
the woman who stood up before you for fourteen
blocks in a street car the other day while you sat
reading a paper."
Rastus had been caught reti-hand ed. "P oaching
again, Rastus? " said the colonel , gravely. "I am
afraid, Rastus, that you're a bad egg." "Yussuh ,
<lass what I is fo' sho', cunnel." said the old man.
"l's jest a plain bad aig, cunnel." "So you admit
it, do you?" demande d the colonel. "Y-assuh -I
admits it, cunnel, becuz ye know, cunnel, dem bad
aigs nebbah poaches, suh,'' said the old man.
Mike, having been sent by his master to deliver
a hare in a hamper, set out on a Jong journey.
Feeling tired and inquisiti ve, he sat down and
opened the hamper to see the hare. In an instant
the hare was running down the road. Mike was
very upset at this, but suddenly he shouted after
it: "It's no good; you don't know where to go.
I 'ave the h'addres s on this 'ere 'amper."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
of width of the Lexington will make th~t floating
gun platform broader than any passenger ship.
The Lexington, which is to be equipped with
electric drive, will attain a speed of 35 knots.
This cruiser speed, higher than that of many destroyers, is the object of much of the designing
that entered into the' creation of. the Lexington
class. Armor will be sacrificed to make possible
the 35-knot speed-the main belt being onlv five
inches thick at its maximum, as compared with
the 12-inch steel belt on most battleshins. but
BOY UNHURT IN CAVE-IN.
armament will be of tremendous power. The LexAfter remaining at the bottom of a forty-foot . ington
will have not only the strategic adwell for fifteen 10urs with the walls caved in on vantagethus
high speed but will be able to fire
top of him, a son of Jeff Head, living five miles a heavier of
charge over a greater distance than any
south of Mead, Okla., was taken out unharmed other battleship
for which the plans are known.
except for fright. The boy. had been l~t down
Lexington in action will speak with a voice
into the well wi th a .rope tied about his waist of The
guns, of which she will have eight.
when the wall caved in within seven feet of the The16-inch
navies of Great Britain, France and Italy
top
rt was su_pposed that the boy had been contain
no gun greater than fifteen inches, and
cru~hed. Many men offered their services to dig
that of Japan includes 16-mch guns only on batout the boy. Rescuers worked in shifts.
tleships of 21-knot speed, which are now under
construction. Unlike the dreadnought class's reJAIL IS -HOTEL
liance on big guns exclusively, the Lexington will
The Jefferson County Jail over in Indian3: has ~arry sixteen 6-inch guns as a secondary armaextended aa invitation to the general public to ment.
avail itself of the jail's "reas_oi:iable hotel accommodations." J. H. Barr, Jailer, announced
"THE WAY TO BECOME A MOVING PICthe rate was $1 per d~Y:· Barr. said _he finds it
necessary to rent the Jail dormitory l~ . o.rder to TURE ACTRESS" is in "Moving Picture Stories,"
break even. With the advent of Pro!nbition,_ tl~e No. 326. Get a copy. Price 7 cents; postage free.
prisoner population dropped off until now it is
HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23rd St., N. Y.
negligible. '!'he result is .tt:at instead of a pr?fit
a large deficit faces the Jailer.
DOES AIR STUNTS WITH PARENTS
Captajn Ralph Johnson, a 1917 graduate of
State College, in a recent ai,r trip in Southern
California, took his father and, motl)er, Mr. and
Mrs. I,I. B. Johnson of Hetland, sixty-eight _and
sixty-four years old, as passengers and crmsed
around at an altitude of about 41000 feet. He
did all sorts of stunts such as nose spins and
loop the loops, and his parents seemed to enjoy it.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"

U. S. S. LEXINGTON 'l'O BE THE LARGEST SEMI-MONTHLY
10 CENTS A COPY
W:ARSHIP IN THE WORLD.
LATEST ISSUES The keel of the world's biggest warship will be 53 THE BLACKJACK, by Wm. Hamilton Osborne.
laid down at Quincy, Mass., within six months. 54 THE WHISPERING HEAD, by Chas. F. Oursler.
STRANGE CASE, by Beulah
The battle-cruiser Lexington, combining in a de- 55 THE INSPECTOR'S
Poynter.
gree unequaled by any shlp of war now built or 56 TIIE SECRET
OF THE SEALED BOOK, by Ethel
building the qualities of powerful armament and
Rosemon.
high sp'eed has taken form in drawings and 57 THE CLUE OF STEEL. by Willis Lathrop.
LOUIS VARDON, by William Hamilton
a waits the' arrival of materials to be advanced 58 ALIAS Osborne.
from the hands of the architect to those of the 59 MYSTERY OF THE OLD TIME CLUB, bv Carolino
Bingold .
·
builder. By fall, it is estimated, the prospective
WITH THE EVIDEKCE, by Ethel Rosequeen of the United States navy will become a 60 CAUGH'J'
mon .
ship under construction instead of an ambitious 61 A LITTLE GOLD SPIDER, by Cecll Bnrleigb.
62 THE VELVET TOUCH, by Julian Darrow.
plan.
.
l'he Lexington is the name ship of a class of Tbe Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 63 is
'"THE CLUE OF THE RED LAMP,"
batt~e-cruisers which will give Uncle Sam within
four years a fleet of six big-gun fighting ships unBy Charles Fulton Oursler.
matched by anything then afloat. Her sister ships, FRANK TOUSEY,
Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
th.e Constellation, Saratoga, Ranger, Constitution
and UJJ.itea States, are also under contract. They
bTing names out of the old navy with which to
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"
deYel p for the firs new capital vessels of the
· pos - ar fleet a traditional background for fresh A \\' eck.ly Magazine Devoted to Photo plays aid Playcra
exploits.
PRICE SEVEN CENTS · PER COPY:
·with the others of its class the Lexington will
Each number contains Four Stories of the Best Films
'be a whale of a ship. It will displace 43,200 tons on the Screens-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the
and will have the power of 180,000 horses, as Plays-Interesting Articles About Prominent People- in
the Films-Doings or Actors and · Actresseif in the
measured in mechanical terms. Its length of 874 Studios
and Lessons in Scenario Writing.
f eet in within 46 feet of the length of the Leviathan, monster passenger liner. The 101.4 feet HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
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.ROW TATTOO MARKS CAN BE REMOVED.
:A physician in Syria writes. t~ the J o_urnal of
the American Medical Association asking how
tattoo marks may be obliterated, the special oc~asion for the query being the "thousands of Armenian girls and children who were taken by
rurks and Kurds and their faces tattooed." The
answer he receives is that tattoo marks can be
removed by the use of chemical irritants. that
will destroy the superficial layers of t~e skm.
Variot retattoos with a strong solution of tannin and then rubs a silver nitrate penci! over t~e
spot until it is blackened by the formation o~ silver tannate. Brault tattoos the surface with a
solution of thirty narts zinc chlor~de in f<_>rty
parts of water. After these operations a shght
~cab forms.
This comes off after about two
week s, leaving a ,..ink scar that gradually becomes of normal color.

heart. After four days he was to return to the
clairvoyant's "parlors" for further instructions.
August went to the bank and withdrew $500 i_n
a bill of that denomination. He hastened to his
room and pinned the bill according to the seer's
directions. On the fourth day he again visited
the gypsy queen. He partly disrobed to show
that the bill was pinned over his heart. She
said the charm was working "beautifully," but
it would be necessary for the queen herself to
wear the bill next her heart for a day and a
night if August were to get his "wish." She
promised him that inside of three wee~s he would
be worth $10,000.
August took the bill from his undershirt ..and
gave it to the queen. He was to call the next
afternoon.
He called. There was nobody home, and Augu st told his troubles to the police. But he is still
"out" the $500.

STOLE GIRL'S CLOTHES
Four pretty University of Cal.ifornia Coeds are
tninus four full sets of all _the diverse and s?ndry
pieces of apparel that girls v:ear, followmg a
~wim at the Piedmont Baths m Oakland, Cal.,
:luring which swim some mean burglar of one sex
>r another entered the gi~ls' dressing ~ooms ~nd
just walked right away with the Coeds cloth1~~·
rhe girls, all of them promin_ent in college activities, are Miss June Southwick of Los. Angeles,
Miss Darothy Rossman of Portland! Miss. Kath~rine Knecht of Los Angeles, and Miss LoJS Topb.am of San Jose.
.
The girls, after discoveri~g the disappearance
of their clothing, were obhged ~o go back :(or
another swim and await the arnyal of apparel
from their homes. After the girls were cold
from swimming and as angry as they could be,
detectives arrived on the scene and loaned the
girls their overcoats.
.
Ne, other lockers were enter~? by thieves, leading to the belief of the authontie~ that some person must have given the entermg b3;thers the
"once over" to pick out. the best att_ired ones.
The Coeds did not appreciate the comphment.

DO MOTHS USE WIRELESS?
Do moths use wireless telegraphy?
This query is not n early so grotesque -'lS jt
may at first appear, says Hube1·t Stringer in
"The Lc;mdon Daily Mail." During the pairing
season m the month of June moths of certain
species are observed to communicate with each
other over distances as great as one or two
miles by some means unknown. A female Vaporer m?th, for instance, inclo;:;ed in a wooden pillbox, will attract males of its species from all
directions.
Now, it is not by scent that the position of the
female moth is discovered, since the males will
approach down wind; neither can it be by a
sound of some frequency inaudible to human
ears, for a female may be inclosed in a soundproof box and the males will still unerringly find
mystery under the head of communication by
some means unknown, and there in the textbooks the matter rests.
It is now high time that experiments were
made upon the suppositi<_>n that .wireless telegraphy may afford .a solution. If it should prove
to be the fact it will undoubtedly be found that
electro-magnetic waves of exceedingly short wave
length ~re employed. Now, light is an electromagnetic wave of very short wave length· both
glow worms and fireflies emit light under' similar condi~ions, so t_he!e is no~hing so yery improbab!e ~n. the em1ss1on of· shght1y longer, and
hence mv1S1ble, waves by other insects.
Observed facts seem to lend color to the idea.
Moths have antennre. These, besides acting
as. f~elers, may se_rve another us-that of transm1tt1.ng and rece1vmg aenals. The antennre of
t~e female, who is the transmitter, differ in design from those of the male, who l'eceive · that
also agrees with wireless l?ractice. Moreove'r, the
male. moth whe~ approachmg_ the female, is seen
t~ alight often m an uncertam manner swinging
his an~enn~, much _a s an operator swings a wireless qirection findmg frame to discover from
which direction signals emanate.

A SHARP TRICK.
August Bilka, a restaurant chef, of C~icago,
bad saved about $1,000, but he w~s amb1t~ous ~o
get rich quickly. One day, wlule walkmg m
South State street, he espied in front of a poolroom at No. 514 the sign of a gypsy fortune
relier. Among other things which the seer advertised was her ability to increase one's bankroll.
August looked up and down the street and
then darted in. He told th~ fortune teller he
wanted her scheme of gettmg rich. She led
hlm through a course of questions t~at reveale_d
he had saved $1,000. In order to mcrease his
wealth the fortune teller t?ld him he_ m11St get _a
$500 bill and pin it to his undershirt over his

-.,

Summer Dangers of Fat People
Liability to Collapse, Heart Failure, Sunstroke, Etc.
Why continue to sutier with summer beat
because you are uloated with fat? Apart
from the un sightliness and discomfort , you
are risking your life. You may not live
through another su mmer H. you neglect cur1ng your over-stoutn ess now, relieving your
internal congestion.
De termine right now that you will take
o fl:.,whateve r y 0 u need to-and stay normal in
size with the benefit of bette r J1 ealth, c he<>rtnl disposition , attractive appearance and the
Joy of knowing that you have conquered a
grea t victory ove r life ahorte ning obesity in
e: comparativ ely eaay manner.
Eat all you need; don't take tedious exerelse or sickening medicines, but go to the I
di;ug store and get a small box of oil of

•

korein (in capsules); take at meal-times and
follow the other simple rules tbat come with
the box. Book "Reduce
Happily"
mailed to you free, in plainWeight
wrapper, if you
write to Korein Company, NB-103, Station
It', New York City. Become slender and attractive!
A reduction averaging one pound dally is
otten reported by tbis system, while in obstinate cases the fat does not disintegrat e
so rapidly. A guarantee of $100 Is offered
that the use of oil of korein and observance
M simple rules will reduce your weight ten
to sixty pounds, or more-just whatever is
r·.ecessary to bring you down to a g ood
figure. Make this a happy year. Surprise
11nd delight yourself and friends!
Sbow
c.tliers this adv't.

$1ll

Tell.le9.'f.::~.ow'e

Th ia latest mode l weather
prophet forecasts the
we ather 8 to U hourt: in advance . Not a tey , but •cientiticall y coa1truoted workine autom aticall1. Hand·

;~:rd ~f: i~:b i:-.!.·~~

aru.. In UH. M:f'e dooblJ' later..ttns bJ' 8-urea cemlnc la andl
eut te •tat. wbat W••th.r wlll be.

•1•nt• W•nt•tl
FJ.allLE IQH 4' OO.,

~!!!~ A~2o~"c!!:1~f: 1!:1~

»::.~*:! :ftb'!u't'°!:!~t of
Dept.

~84
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.,~~GO . OD REA DING
RANCHM AN GETS VALUAB LE STONES .
J . M- Cade of Emory was in Roun~up, Mol_lt.,
with several fi:pe specimens of sapphires wh1.ch
he has h.aa cut and which were . found . by h~m
on his ranch which is about thirty miles distant from the supposed lost "Sheephe rders'
mine." The four wpich he has had ~ut are
straw color, cloudy top.az, and. pur~ white, and
brillian , beautiful stones. It. is believed tJ:iat a
valuable deposit of mor.e precious stones will be
ound which will equal m value those now found
in the Yogo mines in Fergus County.
SAY WOLVES MEET TRAIN.
.
According to Christoph er Pos~ett, station
agent at Gunton Vil~age, a short distance from
Winnipeg , Canada, the only ~hing .wolves don't
insist on doing in tl~is .town 1s. v~tmg. Possett
was here to get provincia l perm1ss10 n .to carry a
~n and says the wolves know the railroad time
tables as we!l as the chief despatche r and come
in droves to meet the incoming trains. He was
given the pennit, bought a gun a!1d loaded up
with enough ammuniti on t o last him a year or

two.

FINDS DIAMON D IN HER GARDEN .
Gardenin g may yet p rove a popular sport in
Eeresford , S. D. Mrs. Albert Melle will be 1·eaponsible for t he fad if it develops. Recent ly

she was working in her garden and she unearthed a ring with a stone setting. Her curiosity
piqued, she carried it to• a jeweller, who immediately declared it to be an extra fine quality halfcarat diamond_ Mrs. Melle advertised 'her find
and Mrs. F. D. Steadman was able to identify
the stone. It was worth several hundred dollars.
ARTIFIC IAL LEG 300 B. CThe oldest artificial leg in existence is that in
the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons
of England. It was found in a tomb at Capua,
and is, of course, of Roman origin.
This artificial member accurately represent s
the form of the human leg. It is made with
pieces of thin bronze, fastened by bronzed nails
to a wooden core. Two iron bars, having holes
at their free ends, are attached to the uppe1· extremity of the bronze; a quadrilate ral piece of
iron found near the position of the foot is
thou ght to have given strength to it. There is
no trace of -the foot, and the wooden core ha d
nearly crumbled away. The skeleton had its
waist surrounde d by a belt of sheet bronze edged with small rivets, p robably used t o fasten a
leather lining. T hree painted vases lay at t he
f eet of t he skeleton. The vases belonged to a
r ather adva nced per iod in the decline of art,
about 300 B- C.

HOW SANDWICH WAS
NAMED
Many New
Yorkers who during the noon hour
luncheon invade
the <)'lwntown au·
buffets,
tomats.
&c., to grab a
1 u n ch,
quick
which mostly consists of a few
sandwich es as a
starter, never
stop to think of
how the sandwitch first bequick
a
came
lunch food.
disResearch
closes that the
fourth Earl ~f
Sandwic h the 0T1g~nator of the
noon hour bite,
was born November 3, 1718, over
201 years a~o.
This Earl, like
most of the English nobility of
his time, was a
devotee to games
of chance. When
the stakes ran
high the Earl was
unable to tear
himself away, and
it was his custom
to order the servants to b1;ng him
slices of bread
anC! ham. Other
devotees of the
goddess of chance
followed his example, and soon
after affixed the
name "sandwi ch"
to the combina tion of bread and
meat which the
hustle and bustle
of modern times
have given a wide
populari ty.

L IT T L E A D S

ew York City,
Write to R iker & KiHg, Adoertisi ng Offices, 119 East 28th Street, N this magazine .
or 8 So uth W abash A r>enue, Chicago, for particulars about adr>ertising ;,,
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of stamped satin free with every packa&"e. 15 eta. ct.s. silver.
PERSON AL
M!grs. Agency, Port1and . Me.
- -- ~ - LANO FOR YO U I Choose from 40 .000 A. o! the best
YOU WISH a j>retty ~nd "1eil'lhg wife. write me
land In Mlch. 10 to 160 4, Small down payment, IFenclos.inl!
will answer.
ll stamped envelope and I
farming:,
o!
kinds
all
for
Good
easy monthly payments.
Station H . Cleveland. O.
Near markets, schools and churches. Aslc for big book- Ltllian Sm::out.
EN, 26, would marry. Write for plcMAID
LONELY
Bank
NaUonal
First
Ml268
Co.,
Land
SwJeart
let.
turP. Bor l~OK, R:vracu!e. N. Y.
Butldltl e-, Chicago, Jll.
IF YOU WANT a Healthy, Wealthy, Lovlnr wife. 1Vrft•
HELP WANTE D
. JI.. 4214 Callromfa St. . San Francisco. Cal.
LAD I ES WANTED . •nd MEN , too, to addreH envel - mo. R
Most successful · ~ome Maker.•• Rundred1
opee and mall advertising matter at home for large MARRY.
. re1fable, years• erperfenee. d escriJ>Conftdential
.
rich
make
Can
time
mail or:der ftrms, snare or whole
"The Successful Club," Box 556. Oaktlons free.
stO to $35 wkly. No capital or experl~nce required. lane!
Cal.
.
postap,
cover
to
cts.
10
aend
everything;
Book explains
n- lf-, t- tr-o-e,
e•-c-rl-n-ti'""olo-u-s,-,d'""
'"'1_ a_n-x"'
u n-d7 r-ed
A-.;R"'R;,:Y,-,R"'1'"'c"'H"",-=-h:;..,/;M
etc. Ward Pub. Co.. Box 77, Tilton, N. lI.
.. u,ractlon ruaranteed. Select Club, Dept. A, Lake
SECRET SERVICE OP E RATI VES AND DET EC TIV ES Prest.on,
Dali;
So.
Travel enryEarn blg money.
ar0 in demand.
07
S,..E"'"S-.-Ji:-,-gyp-t-la-n
E"'N-=T""H:-::B:-c0:-c0ccKccS,,.-O'"'F,,-M,..O='"-:S=':E::'V~
Learn this profession byl;S:;l°"X°"T H;-'-;Ac;NC;'.D
Fascinating work.
"here.
c atalor tree.
vars.
~t!':.~e~~r
~~~~kR~}:
st!~crB!!;k
of
School
~~~ i.;i:,· De;:.r11H._1ag.tr~i~~· :r.u:h".'erican

1

~ UICK HAIR CRO WliHt
Bax Free Ta Yaul

..gRLQ,~·:.~~!!~!~~!1:.!!~.'1..
!gY..~w't~
a t.47 8boul4 Ku-c- B H S..u to aa.k• •ta Prepote Alarriap.

•Bow toOateb • Ri•hn...bolw . .. Bow to Wln &h• I nor of Lt.d.i•s.
AJl • v.1>jMS1b.elpfu.l t.S.1'• rs.1 o c PO S TPAID

~ed41AC~d.,D•tM,k. ....

WARD PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.

~~
.
.1tr
Go ':s'i'Wo..==:=::
b;:"'i-"°fr1
.7oan.
tor u ti=.-

s -wi.

a-i
Wifte 1"" 'Pn. Book and te.tl.

Th e., Vatican
possesse s one of
the finest pi;int
establish in g
m n ts in the
w o r l d . It was
founded in 18!26,
and only one year
a Iafterwar ds
ready possesse d
the characte rs of
twenty-t hree different language s.

SOR ENE SS

HEA LE-D

Sore or open legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
Write tor
eczema healed while you work .
free book and describe your owu case.

A. C. L_l.epe,_145 ! Green

Bay_A~., ~l~uke e,Wls.

PERSON AL-Conti nu,

WRITE THE \/OROS FOR A SONG . We revue poems,

write music an d gu11.ra1nee to secure publication , Subrult poems on 1rny sublect. Broadwa.y StutUos, 165C,

PENCIL MAK·
ING IN MA-

MARRY :
Tl\ousa:nds congenial peovle, worth from
$).000 to $50,000 seeking early marriage, descrip~on,

DRAS

l"ltzl:entl<.1 Bui !Jjing, New York.

~~o~~~j}~.•tr~~~;~~~s ot~~~arct cC~~~- c1~~~8"ra~~~&ke, ~~~
8

8

MARRY : Nam es , Addre ses, ladles and gentlemen deslr·
iug early marriaie 25 cts.
Sweetheart's Magazine,
Dames tty, Iowa.
GET MARRIED - Best Matrimonial Magazine published.
)laile{I !<'REE. Many worth from $1 .000 and upward
' ' amed to .:et married, either sex. American Distributor.
Hlttirsville. Pa.

The
government of Madras
has decided that
the experime nts
which have been
NEW BOOK) Tells how to Gel
MARRY-FRE E PHOTOS beautiful !•dies; descriuttons
made by the decquainted; How to Begin Courtshlp
a.11<1 directory; pay wh en married.
New Plan Co.,
H ow to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
l>e pt. 2j 5, Kansas City, Mo.
pa1trnent
of in._.,._,,L_,
Widow: to wi• an Heiress: h ow to catch
MARRY-MA RRIAGE DIRECTORY _.tth photo> and 1
dustries for the
a Rich Backelor; how to manage y.our
descrip tio ns . free; pay when married. The Exchance.
beau to make hlmfropose: how to make
last three years
DcpU. 545, Kansas City, Mo.
your fellow or a:lr love you; whac to tlo
in the manufacDON ' T MARRY-the first one you meet! Your true
before and after the wedding, 'fells
ma.te ts wa.1tin2'! Stamped envelope or no reply. L.
ture of pencils
other thhic• necessary for I.overs t•
Santee Box 749, Chtcai:-o.
kaow, Saa ole copy b."r malt 10 ......
have reached a
MARRY-Com e, all ye lonely Wtdews. 'tis Beap Yea.r. SOUL JIO()Jt .:o.. llo& ~.
Bo.
Donrllko
~
stage at which
Do you want a Healthy, \Ve altl:iy Hbsba nd. Wrife
and le am more. Mr. R . . Box 241, San Francisco, Cal.
the i n d u s t r y
should be made
SCIENTI FIC _
YOUR LIFE STORY In the stars. Send birth date •nd
over to private
dime for trial readlnr. Eddy, 840 East 55t:h, Ch lcaco.
enterprise .
ArP . S. A .. Ap artmP11t 7:.l.
rangemen ts
for
ASTROLOGICAL READING &iYen with Key to Health.
10 cts. birthd&te, worth $1. Jeseph L. Devere, 123
the sale of penWest Madison S t ref"t. Chlcags.
cils produced by
SONGWR ITERS
the factory were
YOU WRITE WGRDS FOR A SONG . We write the
music, pub.Ush and secure a copyrii:ht. Submit poems
completed in Auon any subject. The Metropolitan Studios. IH4 Sou th
gust, 1917, and
Ml<'higan Ave .. Room 147 . Chica go , Ill.
the profit and loss
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We wri te muBic.
guarantee publishrr's a cceptance..
Submit poems on
statement p r e patriotism . lo•e or any subject. Chester Music Co .. 920
pared by the auSo. Michigan Ave., Sulto 249, Chicago, Ill.
ditors for the peWRIT E A SONG- Lo>e, Mother, Home, Childhood,
patriotic or any subject.
I comJ)Ose music &nd
riod from SepcUarantee publlcatlon.
Send words to-day.
Thomas
tember 1, 1917,
M.crlln, 293 Reaper Block, Chlcaco.
to March 3, 1918,
WRITE THE WOF!l!S~" DR A SONG. We rev1 se poems,
shows t h a t in
write music and ruarantee to secure nubllcatton. Sub rrdt pC1em!I on flTI Y suhjP.ct.
these seven
B roadway Studios, 165C,
1i'lt7.ePulti Rutldfn.t . NPw York .
months the facIF YOU WILL WRITE the words for a song. I will
to ry made a profit
write the m us fc and guarantee publtsheT's accentance.
CAINED
Poems on anv ~i 1b jec t 11.ecenta.bl e.
OV ER 30 POUNDS
}!:thwell Hanson,
of $1 ,904, which
Ro.om 129 , 8808 Broadway, Ch1cago. 111.
''I smoked cigaretlee ever since n b oy.
represent s a reFrom
six
to
e
igh
~
sacks
of
toba cco I nsod
STAMME RING
turn of a little
ST-STU-T-T- TERING nnd stamm'flng rured at home. weekly,' ' states Mr. S. }{. ferguson.
over 20 per cent
Ciga rettes were doing me great harm.
Tn5tr.ucttve booklet free.
Walter M cDonnell, 15
I
Po ti,mac 'Rank Bld.: .. Washington. D. C.
became so nervous that I couldn't sleep un til
on an assumed
Each morning I had an awful
STAMMERING . STUTTERING , ETC . 1.,'ured. Home I smoked.
capital of $16,trP: a.tment. Common-senite. pra.ctlcal method. Satis- taate in my mouth.
faction Msured. W. G. Swlnnerton, Box 403c, Stam220. During the
"Several tlmos I tried to quit by will·
ford. Conn .
p ow er, but it just seemed that I would go
same period the
wild if I couldn't have ci i:a rettes.
TOBACC O HABIT
factory produced
"I had almc•I given up hope of ever quilTO BACCO or SnulT ;Habit cured or no 'l>&Y· $1 If ting until
7,599 gross of
one day I s ent f or a fr ee book by
cured . .Remedy sent on trlaL Superb& Co., PC,
Mr. Woods that t old me wh at to d o, .After
pencils
"1•Wmore. Md .
artd sold
lear-. ng the way, I quit easily In 3 days
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Qult h•blt easily. and haven't touched
8,269 gross. The
a cigarette in years. I
Any form, chewing, smoktnr or muff. cured or: no
factory has delibeharge. Tr cured, SJ. StoP! crni.nr, harmless. 11'.'ull hav& gained over SO p ou nds and cannol
remedy on trial. Perldna Co.. B-51 Hastln.n. Nebr. praiae th-& method too highly.
I say to
erately been run
every cigarette &molcer-if you can't quit
on as small a
without h elf get this book," so saya Mr.
Ferguson , o Orumps Park .
scale as was conThe foregoing remarks are like those of
sistent with the
many other men who hav& heen freed from
SAVES YOU MONEY tho
purpose in view,
habit of smoking cigarettes, pipe or
Buy dJrect and eave $10 to $!0 on a
bicycle. RANGER BICYCLU now cigar• or who have been cbeW'ina: tobacco or
namely, the demcome in " etylea, colors and sizes. diuuiue enulf exoeasivel,y.
onstration
greatly improved ; i>ricea reduced . Wll
on
DELIVER FREE to you on appro11al and
ii Get this book. It is tree; pos tpaid to you:
commerci al lines
Odai,i1 trial, actual ridina- teat.
Cut this out and show othe rs.
of the prospect
EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at •
W rite at once to Edward J . Woode, TC-103,
email advance over our Reaular Fae·
of the industry.
Station F, New York, N. Y.
tory·to-Rider ca.ah gricee.
The factory proe:~:.~:-~~~vu:~r~rtl~ and
duces black lead
Do not buy a bicycle, tires. or 11unpencils lacquered
~~~e:::~~taf:;,1~:p~:. ~!'1 ut~~
in various colors,
al terms. A poetal bnnge everythinc
copying pencils,
CYCLE COMPANY
111· keeping
YOH to
Dept. W-188 Ch.lcaao
carpenter s pencils
bowel•
regular!Jt!rgatives
- do- not
become
addloted
weakening
or mlDeral J11:1:ati•.. ; lu!t try KOROLAX:
and diary pencils.
1ate, eentle, wholeaomo." Beat and goes
Experime nts with
tvthe1t. Obtal.Qable at busy drugeflta, everywhere. Korolax la relief for many ailment...
red and blue penlncliidlng coiatjpation, headaehes. dlzq
1Pell1, belohlng, cu. heartblirn, torpid liver,
cils are under
bad brea_th, nen<!\DDell, d.Jst>epeta, indtl'et·
way.
tlon. obealt:r, 1110111&1 and pbnical d ulla..._
i"

1

FACT RY·TO·RIDER

MEAD

·w
·1 A'R NIN GI

I WAS BALD
Go& New Growth of Hair bv
Indian's Recipe

Will Send It Free

)

I am a business man. At the age of
56 I have a superb hair growth where
formerly I was bald.
I was told by an eminent expert that
never could any hair grow because the
roots were extinct.
A Cherokee Indian "medicine man"
proved to me that the roots of my hair
were yet alive after having been imbedded in my scalp like bulbs or seeds
in a bottle, needing only proper fertilizing. This is said often to be the
case with persons who imagine they
are permanen tly bald.
To my amazeme nt and joy new h:iir
srew all over the spot that had bC;en
bare.
The recipe I am willing to send free
to you if you enclose a stamo for return postage. Address: .Tohn Hart
Brittain, 150 East Thirty-sec ond St.,
(BB-103) New York, N. Y.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - LATEST I SSUES - Retreat
1000 Tb e Liberty Boys· Rear Guard; or, Covering GrPen'• Dao
gcro"u 3
at "Ten Cabin"; or, '.rbe l\lost
Boys
1001 1'he Liberty
Place in Georgia.
Down
Running
or
Duelist·
Masked
1002 The Liberty Boys and t he
'
'
the Night Riders.
Mama
in
Trapped
or,
1003 1'he Liberty Boys' Undergrou nd Battle;
moth Cave.
Dark.
the
in
1004 1'he Liberty Boys• In visibl e < oe; or, Fighting D eath
1005 The Liberty Boys and the Heatl.Iess Scout; or, Shadowed bv Ao
Unknown.
eserte.r.
1006 The Liberty Boys' Vengeance ; or, Pu11isbing a
1007 Th e Liberty Boys and Bill Cunningha m; or, Chasing the
Scout."
"Bloody
.1008 Th e L~!Jerty Boys on Kettle Green; or. Routing B oy d's i'icBandits.
uan'.
1
1009 The Liberty Boys' Watch Fire; or, ~he .Raid a l1Jile-Out
Lem·
1010 The Liberty Boys Takin g .b' ort George; or. Hanning
coe's R a ngers.
Girl
by
t
Ou
elped
H
or,
;
1011 The ~iberty Boys and Captain Sue
Patriots.
G~orgia.
oi:.fu1,i
1
1012 The Liberty Boys Fight.Ing Prevost; 01, Warm
1013 The Liberty Boys Bau1cac~e; or, :S:olding Off' t)le U~ s ~io.ns. Xew
1014 The Liberty Boys On tbe Watch.; or, '.rhe Plot to Invad e
York.
1015 Td~eun~~berty Boys at F airfie ld; or, A Bold Dash Across the
1016 Th e Libe rty Boys' S ag Harbor Sortie; or, Marvelous Work With
Col. Meigs.
For sale by all newsdealer s, or will be sent to any address on
receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, in money or po stage staJnps, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W est 23d St., New York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

ConNo. 10. HOW TO BOX.-'l.1be a rt of self -defense made ea sy.
t!\e ditI~ren t
taining over thirty illu stration s of guards, blows, anct one
tliese
of
ol>tai1J
uld
sho
boy
Every
boxer.
good
a
ot
positions
useful and instructive books, as it will t each .rou uow to box withou t
an · instructor.
OVE-IlETT ERS.-A most complete
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE
and
little book, contalnjng full directions for "ritiilg love-letters
d old . ·
when to use them. giving specim e1I letters for .r ung
com
Givinl!:
No. 12. HOW TO WRl'.l'E J,ETTEllS '.l'O LAD.lES.ple te lnstr_uction fo_r writing l ette r;; to ladle On all subjects; also
letters of 111troduct1o n, notes anQ. r equests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOJt 0.F ETIQlT,E'.C 'I:E.-It is a
great life secret, a n d one tllat every young man d esires to know all
ab o ut. Ther e's happin ess in .it.
No. H. HOW TO MAKE CAN.DY.-A comp!He b and-book fo r
m aking a ll kinds of candy, ice-creaiu. syrup • es.sence_s. etc., etc.
oriuhtest
No. 18. HOW '.l'O 'BECO~J:E B E AU'.l'IFUL .-On e ot tilel':ver:vuocty
an d most valuable little books ever given to the world. f emale.
Th e
and
male
both
ifnl,
t
bea~1
wishes to kno w how t o become
secret is simple, and almost cos t less.
mco
l:'A:RTl:.-A
No. 20. HO~V ·.ro ENTEI'tTA U.- AN E\'ENlN~
plet e compendrn m of games, spods. ca:cI d!lvers iqn , comic recltae for parlor or drawmg-ro om ~n te:rtainment · It
tions. e tc .• suitabl
liiiiiiimmmmmmmmiiiam~!iii~ \ contains
more for the money than any bOQk publi heel.
i
HUNT _AND llSH.-'.q:i e mo t CQJUple~e hnnti~ R
TO
HO'Y
21.
No.
by
protesslon
Leun this 1nte,.,.Ung
s alJou t
Quality and fi shin g guide ever publlsbed .. It cont?iJ.ns _fun Jost.ruction
maU during spare time.
traps, trappmg and fiShlllg, together with dedogs,
hunting
guns.
travel
tor !nlluentlal poe!Uon
o.:'P~~~~~.J~~~ry. We cet you tho lob scription of gam e and fish.
gh
No. 22. HOW 'l'O DO SECOND SIGHT.-H eller'i. second siho
Booklet D 56 explains our course. Write.
unt, Jr. ExQlaining
explained by bi s former assistant, Fred
STANDARD BUSINESS TRAININC INSTITUTE
mHgician
the
~t\'ieen
l;>
on
carried
were
the secret dia logues
eu11a10, N. v.
boy on the _stage ; al so giving all th e codes a,nd signals.
0 LD COIN!! WANTED
For sale by a ll newsdeal er s , or wilt be sen to a ny address 01
i2 to '500 EACH paid for Hundreds of receii>t of price, IOc. per copy. or S for 25c., in money or posta
old
ALL
Keep
1895,
before
Coins dated
stamps, by
Money. You may have Coins worth a
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 West 23d St., New Y ork.
Large Premium . Send lOc. for new
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size ix6.
Oei Posted at Once.
CL.A.BK.JI: COIN CO., Box H, Le Ro7, N, Y.

$

BIG VALUE for .. I 0 Ots.

6 Son~s, w~rds and music; 25 Pie..
ture• Pretty Girl.a ;40 Ways to Make
Money· 1 Joke Book; 1 Book 011
• ~
Love; I° Magic Book; 1 Book Letter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Fortun.; Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Baae
Ba!J Book, gi:ves ralea for gamea; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers; 1 Mone Telegraph_ Alpha·
bet; U Chemical Experiment s;
Magic Ag.e Table; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrum s; 3 Puzzles;
12 Games; 30 Verses for Autograph Albums. • All
tlu~ aboYe by DJJlil for 10 eta. and 2 et.. postage.
&QI.ll. &.U.•8 ()0., .8ox .tu , Solltll l'lorwall<. ()o-.

s c E N A RIO S

HOWTO
WRITE THEl\f

Price 35 Cents P er CopJ
By JAMES P. COGAN
This book contains all the most recent changes in the method
of constructio n and submi ssion ot scenarios. Sixty Lessons.
covering every phase of scenario w ri ting, fr<?m the _most ele·
mental to the most advanced principles. This treattse covert
as a
every thing a person mu st know in orde r to make money
and
successfu l scenario writer. For sale by all News-deale rsprice.
Book-Store s. It you cannot procure a copy, send us. the ont,
you
mail
will
we
and
stamps,
35 cents, in money or postage
postage free. Address
L. SENAREN S, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

